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AN EVALUATION OF MERIT RATING AS A FACTOR IN THE




The subject of promotion of executives to top level
responsibilities has been chosen because not too much In-
fomatlon Is available on what appears to be an extz^mely
Important matter. If promotion of Inadequate executives
Is taking place, Industrial as well as naval, society Is
not getting the service to which It Is entitled. Usually,
the general public does not become cognizant of this fact
until a poor decision results In an unsatisfactory product,
unfavorable publicity, disaster for a segment of society,
or other misfortune.
Whether or not a decision was based on sound thinking
processes may have little or no effect on public reaction,
if the ultimate result is bad. In this case, a qualified
executive will, in all probability, have to be replaced be-
cause of adverse public opinion. In industry, this takes
the form of refusal by the public to buy the product or ac-
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cept th« service offered. In the Araed Services, Um re-
action Is apt to be aoare lonedlate and dlz*ect« In either
omae a fully qualified replacement must be available.
The chances of an unqualified executive reaching a
position of top level responsibility will be greatly re-
duced, maA the ohanoes of having a qualified relief for the
present executive will be greatly Increased^ if the best
possible systen of selection for pronotlon lo In effect.
All executives have to be replaced soaetlrae, whether their
going Is voluntary or Involuntary, so that It is eoanon
sense to be prepared for the Inevitable, The best possible
system of selection for proflK>tion today is a partial answer,
but not the final one. Any such systen must be kept In
continuous overhaul.
As Muller-Thyn and Salveson have pointed out, promo*
tion is not the sole objective of individual success. Men
do h&ve a limit to their capacities. To attempt to operate
beyond that point is similar to the pilot who flies above
his ceiling without oxygen. The higher he goas the less
effective he becomes, "Growth, as well as promotion is
the goal» and it should ba made clear tlrnt a man and his
^ Bernard J. Huller-Th,- and Melvln E. S.lveaon.
"Developing Executives for Business Leadership," Personnel
,
AHA, Vol. 25, Ho. 4, January 19^9» P. 252.
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job can grow considerably without necessitating an actual
Job change,"^ This is undoubtedly true, yet the goal of
proBotion is so far beyond the goal of growth as to be al-
most entered In a different race. Rexford Hersey^ states
as his belief that there are few individuals who cannot be
improved from an efficiency standpoint, if the improvement
is undertaken gradually. The fact that men with plenty of
capacity remaining untapped can, nevertheless, be pushed
too fast is not to be mistaken for lack of capacity in the
sane sense. Men in this latter case are still working on
the upward slope of learning ability; whereas men in the
first instance are mentally at, or near, their upper limit
for absorbing new ideas, but still are capable of doing
with more efficiency those things already learned. It is
doubtful whether the executive in the Mavy or in industry,
who is being considered for promotion to the top level,
should be selected for that promotion if he is in the cate-
gory where his ability limit has been reached but his effi-
ciency can be improved gradually. The pz*oblem at that
point is to keep morale high and obtain the benefit of all
Muller-Thyw and Salveson, o£. cit ., p. 252.
^ Rexford Hersey. "Individualized Executive Selec-
tion, Training, and Follow-Up, ' Personnel series No. 89 ,
AMA, 19^5. p. 6.
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the ability the executive posseBsee by utilising his full
capacity at a worthwhile Job.l
Primarily, the problem Is to select for proaotlon the
best of a group of executives, each of whom has adequate
ability. When prospective proinotees are being considered
for promotion by a selection board whose members have not
necessarily had occasion to work with them, a written pic-
ture of each person to be considered Is necessary. This
Is the situation In the Navy and might also be applicable
to any large concern with several establishments at distant
locations,
KeMurry defines selection as "nothing more nor less
than the matching of the applicant's qualifications against
the requirements of the job. "2 jf that selection Is for
promotion, the requirements of the new Job will be the
criteria. It can be visualized that the accomplishment
of a system of selection for promotion will require:
For a further discussion on capacity versus promo-
tion see
Harvey Q. Ellerd. "Hatli^ Supervisors," Produc -
tion Executive Series Mo. 42 , AMA, 1926, p, 17.
2 Robert N. McWurry. "Is it Management's Fault that
so many Salesmen Fall?" Sales Management , August 15, 1951.
p. 106.
For further discussion of this subject see
Richard A, Fear. "Employee Selection for the Average




(1) the development of descriptive pepeonnel records^ (2)
adequate training for every job with sufficient emphaals
on development for the job ahead, (3) & knowledge of the
requirements of the job ahead, and (4) definite alloca-
tions of responsibility for selecting individuals for pro-
motion,^ Undoubtedly, as Mace says, "a thoroughgoing ap-
praisal of the people in an organization provides the basis
for doing a better job in making selections for promo-
tlon«"2 but to cos^lete the picture requires a consldera^
tlon of the job to be done. In the course of this study the
extent to which merit rating is used to accomplish require-
ments (1), (2) and (3) will be discussed,
SCOPg OF STUDY
The scope of this work will be limited to one small
facet of promotion — the use of merit rating in determin-
ing the best executives for top administrative responsibil-
ities in the Navy, In order to provide some comparison, in-
dustrial practices along similar lines will also be discussed
from time to time. Furthermore, although promotion is made
Helen Baker, Company Plans for Employee Promotion
,
Princeton, New Jerseys Princeton University, 1939. p. 10.
2
Myles L, Mace, The Growth and Development of Ex*-
ecutives, Boston: Harvard University, 1950. p, 50,
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oontlnviously In the Navy and Industry, only that portion
applicable to naval officers being considered for flag rank
and to industrial executives being considered for top raan-
mgeaent will be discussed in any detail. Merit rating has
other uses than for profflotion, but, beyond listing
of these, no study will be made of them* Source mat-
erial will be limited to that available in the libraries of
the Ohio State University, plus some additional information
obtained from the Bureau of Naval Personnel^ Washington^
D. C.
8MW of the terms to be used in this paper will be de-
fined in the following section,
TERMINOLOGY
Merit Rating - an orderly, systematic method of
evaluating the present and poten-
tial usefulness of individuals to
their organization,^
1
Other terms used are employee evaluation^ efficiency
rating or report, performance rating or record, employment
development program or report, personnel record, progress
report, etc.
Personnel Handbook . Edited by John F. Mee. New York:








also be referred to as
"Report on the Fitness of Of-
ficers." It is the Navy*
8
equivalent of merit rating for
officers,
executives concerned primarily
with the detemlnation of ob-
jectives « policy formulation,
and the coordination and con-
trol of a particular division
of the company, or higher re-
sponsibility.^
the Navy's top nanagement ex-
ecutives. The tern describes
the ranks of Hear Admiral, Vice
Holden, Fish, and Smith break down top aanageaent
into three zones consisting of (1) the trusteeship function,
(2) the general management or administrative function, and
(3) the divisional or departmental function.
Paul £• Holden, Lounsbury S. Fish, and Hubert L. Smith.
Top Management Organization and Control . Stanford, Calif.
i
Stanford University Press, 19^9. pp. 15-16
•
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all establlshaents of the
United States which are suffl>
olently complex that they re>
quire top management executives
to plan, organize, and control
their business activities. The
term would not be as definitive
in normal usage, but in this
paper it is intended to exclude
those business organizations in
which a top executive's Job is
a mixture of operative as well
as administrative management,
any business organization cap>
able of continued independent
operation.^
The terra **Plag* Officers is used to denote those
for whom a flag is flown to indicate their presence aboard
a ship or station. In wartime there are the additional
ranks of Coanodore and Fleet Admiral,
2
Ralph c, Davis. The F\mdamentals of Top Management
.
New York: Harper k Brothers, 1951. P« 523.
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• genez*aXly oonnotee choosing for
eaployaent and/or training. Pro-
motions are mm6ie from these
trainees,
- because "Selection Boards" are
fomed« usually once each year,
to select officers fron each
rank for promotion to the next
higher rank, the tern generally
means choosing for promotion in
naval parlance.^
The selection of the best Armed Forces officers and the
best industrial executives for promotion to top level re-
sponsibilities is of vital importance to everyone who has
the best interests of the United States and its defense as
a primary concern. This importance may not be immediately
Once an officer has been selected and his selection
approved by the President with Senate concurrence, promo-
tion follows as soon as a vacancy occurs (provided that the
required physical and mental examinations are satisfactorily
completed). The difference, then, between "selection in in-
dustry and in the Navy is as follows: In industry, the em-
phasis is to select for employment and/or training i in the
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evident to the average person. As long as things seen to
be progressing satisfactorily, there are, quite understand-
ably, many things which are of more inmediate concern to
hla. When an eaergency occurs which requires action of
•«• kind from the top level executives, the general public
has the right to expect that action will be forthcoming and
that it will be timely and correct.
The problem, then, is to insure that this trust is
never betrayed, within the means available.
THE SOLUTION
These matters are constantly under study by the Armed
Forces and by individual companies. The problem has long
had the attention of leaders in industrial^ and naval af->
fairs. However, it is felt that there is still room for
much improvement. No matter how far-sighted planners may
be, no plan is so good that it oannot be improved. That is
the attitude which prompts this study,
Tha solution to the problem of maintaining the best
executives in order to provide a continual flow into posi-
tions of top responsibility requires that the selection for
promotion differentiate awNig th» able executives available
"J
Fayol disciuiaes this subject in his workB( based on a
lecture given in 1908).
Henri Payol, General and Industrial Management . Trans-
lated by Constance Storrs. New York: Pitman Publishing
Company, 19*^9. PP. 78-79.
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for top manag«aent and siphon off the oreain of the crop.
This may be possible by the use of iserlt rating. The pur-
pose of this study is to investigate the part that sterit
rating does have , and the part that it should have in the
selection for promotion of the best top level executives
in the Navy«
METHODOLOGY
Within the liiaits of sources of material stated pre-
viously, this study will be taken up in the following man-
ner.
In Chapter II, the background of merit rating will be
axuBined briefly. The general subjects of how, why, what,
and when to use merit rating will be discussed.
Chapter III will contain a description of the types of
merit rating with the inherent advantages and disadvantages
of each type.
In the next chapter, sources of error will be investi-
gated, validity will be discussed, and some principles of
merit rating will be derived and stated.
The use of merit ratit^ in the Navy and in industry
will then be covered in Chapters V and VI, This will in-
clude such things as its correlation with other factors con-
sidered when selecting a promotee, and comnents on the ef-
11
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fectiveneis of nerlt z»atlng as a factor.
Chapter VII will be devoted to a comparison of naval
and Industrial training and promotion problems.
In the final chapter^ some conclusions will be drawn
and recommendations will be made concerning the use of
merit rating, the rating form, and the merit rater.
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Benge'^ says, "One of the earliest antecedents of merit
rating as we know the tern today lay In the formal recording
of Interviewer's Impressions," The first use of merit rat-
ing as such Is credited to Robert Owen, the Scottish mill
owner who. In the early nineteenth century, kept "character
books" for his employees and displayed a colored block In*
dloatlve of merit on each worker's bench, ^ The U, S, Army
deserves the credit for introduction of and most of the ad-
vances made in new methods in the United States to date. The
Amy u.ed oerlt rating In the Wu> of 1312.3 introduced
an*toyman rating during World War I, and Introduced
Eugene J. Benge. Job Evaluation and Merit Rating
.
Deep River, Conn.: National Foreman's Institute, 19^1. p. 48.
^ Lawrence L. Bethel, Franklin S« Atwater, Geoz^e H.
S. Smith, and Harvey A, Stackman, Jr. Industrial Organiza-
tion and Hanagement . New York? McGraw-Hill, 1950. p7 651.
^ The first recorded efficiency report in the Archives
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forced-choice rating during World War II»^ The tJ« S, Civil
Service first uaed merit rating In Chicago In 1910 .^ The In-
dication seems clear that various government agencies were
well acquainted with merit rating before industry became In-
terested, John W, ]>alzell3 indicates, in dlscusalng s\4}er-
visor rating during the middle 1920 *s> that all c<»ipanie8 with
merit rating programs probably started after World War I
and copied the Army system. However, by 1926 most companies
had gotten away from the Army system and had developed one
of their own,^
The following questions naturally arise t What Is merit
rating? Why use it? What does it do? When should It be
1
Scott, Clothier, and Sprlegel give credit to the
Bureau of salesmanship Research for Interesting the U, S,
Army In merit rating. As a result, the Army adopted it aa
the official system for promotion.
Walter Dill Scott, Robert C« Clothier, and William R,
Sprlegel. Personnel Management . New Yorki MoGraw-Hlll,
19^9. PP« 188-189. See also
Bernard J. Muller-Thym and Melvln E. Salveson. "Devel-
oping Executives for Business Leadership," Personnel , AHA,
Vol. 25, No. 4, January 19^9. PP» 250-260.
Bethel et al,, o£. clt
., p. 635»
^ Harvey 0. Ellerd. "Rating Supervisors,** Produc-
tion Executive Series No. k2 , AMA, 1926. p. 11,
4
The Dennison Bfanufaeturlng Company was the first
ittdwitrlal company to experiment with and adopt a system-
atic method of rating. It was based on the Army system.
Ordway Tead and Henry C. Metcalf . Personnel Adminis-
tration . Hew Yorki McGraw-Hill, 1920. p. 59.
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iiere, and further expounded upon In Chapter IIX«
QEHHIAL
I lll^ llMIW
What Is merit rating? It Is a isethod of ooaparlng In-
dividuals with each other, or aisalnst a Job« by gathering
opinions about them* Prom this description, one night
think that aerlt rating Is sdaethlng like a popularity poll.
Although this Is not exactly the ease, merit rating might
be considered a device for aeaaurlng the subordinate's pop-
ularity In the eyes of his seniors ^ but tAsed primarily on
ability to accomplish a job rather than ability aa a charmer*
It is a fonml system whereby a superior, by comparing
various characteristics of an individual with the same char-
acteristics of all other persons under his immediate super*
vision, determines the relative worth of each of those per-
sons to tl^ organization; or, the si^>erior may rate an In-
dividual's ability to do his assigned tasks and then compare
all those persons who have the same, or similar. Jobs In
order to determine the relative worth of each subordinate.
How does one decide what characteristics or traits to
15
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uset^ Th« traits chosen must b* those whioh are speoiflcal-
ly related to the Job perfonoanoe of the Individual being
rated* or related to the job for whloh he is under consld-
oration as a prc»Botee« Furthermore, the characteristics
aust be Halted to those which a rater can observe. This
can be accomplished by a clear description of the various
degrees of each trait «^ Use of such descriptions enables
the rater to Interpret the degree of each characteristic In
terns of how the Individual acts. It has the additional ad>
vantage that every rater is more likely to have the saaie con-
cept of what type of action fits what degree of a trait. It
is safe to say that the more objectively the rater can view
each characteristic, the more reliable the rating.
Davis throws sosie light on the complexity of this
problem by citing a survey of opinions he once made. He
asked a number of competent students of business what char-
acteristics they would list as essential for executives.
His final list had flfty-slx essential characteristics.
Ralph C. Davis, industrial Organization and Manage-
ment . New York! Harper and Brothers, 1940. p. 32.
o
For example, the term "Exercise Judgment** Is listed
as a trait on a Navy Fitness Report. This is an extx*emely
difficult trait to mark if no amplifying description is giv-
en. On another form this trait was broken down into degrees
and described as follows: "Exceptional in ability to think,
plan, and do things without waiting to be told and in-
structed,** "Able to plan and execute missions on his own
responsibility," "Capable of performing routine duties on
own responsibility," "Requires constant guidance and super-
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Overlapping traits make it difficult for the rater to
dlBtlngulsh vrhAre one trait ends and another begins. If
overlapping between traits is fairly general. It Is almost
Impossible for the rater to avoid "halo effects ."^
To siuomarize: (1) Traits selected oust have slgnifl-
canoe relative to the job being perforaed, (2) raters
should uniformly attach the same definition to traits and
trait degrees used, (3) ti^its should not overlap, and (4)
traits should be observable, and observable from as objec-
tive a point of view as possible.
In all the basic types of aerlt rating that will be
discussed, opinions on various characteristics or traits
that seea to relate to the particular job are obtained and
an evaluation of the results aade to determine to what ex-
tent each individual o»ets, or falls to neet, the necessary
requirements for the job in question* Under Ideal condl*
tlons, only the best roan in each case would get the job,
ITHY USE MERIT RATING?
Listed in this section are some of the major reasons
for using merit rating to supplement any plan of selection
Halo effect is a rater tendency which will be dis-
cussed later in this study. The judgment on all traits
tends to be effected by the impression made on the rater






1. 9terit rating httlp« to Insure that Ji^l^^wnt of tm
Individual will generally reflect a aound appraiaal of his
performanee , rather than penalizing him for isolated errors
occurring juet prior to his consideration for proootion.^
fi« Merit rating tends to sake each promotee nieet the
sa«e speeifications for the sane Job*
3. With nerit rating there is less likelihood of over<>
looking the capable but unepeotaoular worker*^
k^ As a by-product of ite» 2, it is isore nearly pos-
sible to compare pronotees who are not under observation by
Hating Employee and Supervisory Performance , S4ti%ed
by K» Joseph Dooher and Vivienne Marquia, New Yorks AKA>
1950. p. 153.
Adnlttedly, however, an error coamitted Just prior
to possible selection for profl»tion will have a ntuoh higher
weight in considerations than the sane error eonmitted sev*
eral nonths previously* This is true regardless of the pro-
notion systen in effect,
^ Ellerd points out that without foraal merit rating^
the rater is apt to consider only one or two conspicuous
abilities or traits and disregard the others*
Ellerd, o£. cit »> p. 3.
However, as will be brought out later, a rater i»ay
arrive at the same result while using awrit ratii^ if he has
a failing known as ^halo effect/' There is a school of
thought, expressed by Webster, Winn, and Oliver, which be-
lieves that it is unnecessary and too difficult to try to
get a neasureiaent of a lot of traits. They advocate, but
not in so many words, making 'halo effect" trork for the
rater instead of against him*
E» c. Webster, A« Winn, and J, A* Oliver* "Case
Study of Herit Rating Format Sia^liflcstion and Reduction
of Traits for Raters," Persennel, AMA, Vol. 27, Ho. 5»









the SMW superiors, or who are physioally separated at all
tlaes.^
Wna gets JtERIT RATIMQ JX) ?
The user of merit rating oust understamd the following
distinctions « otherwise he will be disappointed with the
results attained*
1, Merit rating obtains opinions about people in a
situation.
2* It does not measure performance or personality
traits directly.
As a result of evaluating the opinions obtained, It Is
possible to reach a conclusion as to the performance of the
Individual, provided that the traits considered are applicable
to the job being performed.-' In addition, it is possible to
1
Webster et al«, make the point that when an individ-
ual moves from one place to another, it becomes eaksler to
judge him from a distance if a series of factual observa-
tions have been obtained.
loc , clt «




Personnel Handbook. Edited by John F. Nee. Hew
York: Ronald, 1951. P. 281.
-* Benge points out that the general use of merit rat-
ing is to obtain an analysis of the performance of an indiv-
idual in his present job.
^"^•» J2£* £ii»* ^* 55* it«B 8.
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evaluate potential usefulness, provided these aspects are
olearly differentiated. It nust be renenbered that the
traits applicable to the new Job nust be used If the objec*
tive is to judge performance ability in a new Job,
WHEN USE MERIT RATING ?
Use aerit rating only if it is designed to serve spec*
ifio objectives • The specific objective considered in this
study is to detemine if merit rating can be used to aid in
selecting for promotion the best executives to assume top
management responsibility. To accomplish this purpose^ the
evalviation of the promotee must be taken from traits or
oharacteristios which are necessary for the new top manage-
ment Job, Technical competence on the present Job gives no
basis for assuming that the executive is automatically pre-
pared for the Job with higher responsibility « unless the
present and future Jobs are similar « or overlap. Further-
more, administrative adequacy at one level does not insure
the adequacy in administration required at higher levels.
Other than for promotion, merit rating has various
possibilities which will be stated briefly:
1
Personnel Handbook , op . cit ., p. 281.
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1. Development of the individual rated by identifying
his ehortcoBingB for hin.
2, Deterainatlon of training progran results, or needed
ehanges thereto.^
3. Providing the basis for personnel actions suoh as
denotion, layoff, wage and salary adjuatsient, etc,-'
4, To serve as a criterion of performance for obtain-
ing persons to teat personnel teats.
3t Providing a permanent unifora record of an indiv-
idual's past progress, present status, and fut\ire potential-
ities. ^
The opportunity is given "To see ourselves as others
see us," as Robert Burns expressed it« However, the manner
in which the information is given and/or received will de-
termine whether improvement actually takes place.
Wayne 0. Samples. A Study of Rating Methods for Pro -
fesslonal Employees , Unpublished M. A. Thesis. The Ohio
State University, 19^# P. l6.
Michael J. Jucius. Personnel M|H{[mBf|>pt. Chicago
i
Irwin, 1951, P. 2^5.
Joseph Tiffin, Industrial Psychology . Mew York:




Personnel Handbook , op . oit ., p. 282.
Tiffin, o£, clt,, pp. 332 333.
Tiffin. o£. clt., p. 331-332.
Tiffin, OR* £li^' P« 322.
Mary Harper Vortham. "Rating of Supervisors,** Indus-
trial Relations Section, California Institute of Technology,
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6. standardizing the basis of supervisory judgments
by providing an organlzad pattern for forming opinions.'^
7. Providing a basis for judging tha rater .^
1





TYPES OF MERIT RATINQ
There are three basic types of merit rating^ each hav-





In choosing a merit rating system, one finds no easy
formula to guarantee success for a particular type, or com-
bination of types, of merit rating. In other words, there
is no package deal which can be selected because It seems
successful to another activity or In another situation.
Rather » It requires the basic type, or combination of types
«




Personnel Handbook . Edited by John P. Mee. Mew
York J Ronald, 1951. p. 289*
Lawrence L, Bethel, Franklin S. Atwater, aeorge H.
E. Smith, and Harvey A. Stackman, Jr. Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management
. New York: McOraw-Hlll, 1950, pT 653 ff
•
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2, Genuine Interest in oaklng the prograsi a success.
3, Tiae and effort by those involved in the program's
development and iaplententation.
4, Acceptance of the prograis by the entire organiza-
tion.
RATIHQ SCALES ^
Rating scales consist of lists of traits or character-
Istles. The rater is expected to indicate his Judgment of
the degree to which an individual has, or exercises, that
trait. The various degrees nay be described or not. How>
ever, it is a great advantage If each trait degree is de>
scribed so that it will mean more nearly the same to each
rater. In some rating scales, a point value Is assigned to
each trait degx^e. A manipulation of these point values
gives a final score which can be compared with the scores
of others to obtain a comparisoni or rank-order, in accord-
ance with relative ability.
Traits are selected only if their presence or absence
would effect the ability of the individual to perform the
job(8) under consideration. If there is doubt as to which
traits are more inq^rtant, this data can be ooi^uted by
statisticians. They can also determine relative weights
^ Personnel Handbook , o£. clt , , pp. 289, 29^, 301, 306.
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to be applied to each trait so that it will effect the final
acore in proportion to its importance. However, any system
of arriving at a single average score in order to detemine
the relative merit of each executive has a serious drawback.
In the extrene case, such a systen of weighting and averag-
ing would permit the absence of a trait to be disregarded if
all other traits were high enough. At the executive level
under consideration, i.e., - ready for top managenent respon-
sibility. It appears that lack of any qualification which
would effect performance of the Job to be done is sufficient
reason to not promote, notwithstanding an abundance of all
other neoestMiry traits.
The rating scale has certain definite advantages* It
ay be more acceptable because more people are familiar with
it. The completed report form for an individual contains
the kind of information that permits frank counseling of
p
that person. If a small number are to be rated, the rating
1
In substantiation of this opinion, Evans states,
''Beware of a point rating system — fifty good apples and
fifty bad apples do not make a hundred medium apples."
J. J. Evans, Jr. A Program for Personnel Adminis -
tration
. New York I MoOraw-Hlll, 19^5. pTW,
p
To be most useful in this respect, the rating form
should include the rater^s coasMnts on specific aspects of
the rates *s performance or behavior, in order to substanti-
ate and Justify the trait degrees checked.
25
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scale type of merit rating will probably best serve the
purpose
•
There are two sub-types under this basic type:
1. Graphic Hating Scales*
2. Multiple-Step Hating Scales
•
The graphic rating scale lists and also describes each
trait so that each rater will better understand it« The de-
grees of each trait usually are also described in such a
Banner that it is clear which of the degrees is highest and
lowest » as well as the relative desirability of each of the
other degrees between the two extremes. The number of de-
grees per trait varies from three on some forms to seven on
others. Five degrees of each trait are frequently used.
Each trait is represented by a horizontal line. The usual
method is for the highest degree of each trait to be repre-
sented by the sa»e end of all the lines. The least degree
of any trait is then represented by the opposite end of
each Une with three equally spaced marks between the ex-
tremes z*epresenting the intermediate degrees of the trait.
(For forms using seven degrees, there would be five inter-
mediate divisions.) It is possible to obtain a good idea
of the merit of the individual (in the rater's Judgment) by
26
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glancing at the check marks of all tx^aits at once.
Whereas, In the graphic scale it is possible to indic-
ate that the ratee possesses a degree of a trait somewhere
between two described degrees, in the multiple-step rating
scale the rater must confine himself to one specific degree.
However, this procedure is sometimes varied to permit mark-
ing high, low or medium amounts of a degz^ee* The two sub-
types of rating scales are markedly similar*
COMPARISON SYSTEMS^
Comparison systems are based on relative performance
between individuals rather than against a standard. Another
common name for this type of merit rating is the "man-to-
man** system. "Man-job" rating connotes rating against a
standard where average performance of the Job is the
1
Although it is an advantage in evaluation to be able
to obtain an overall impression of the rater's Judgment of
an individual, it is also a potential disadvantage in that
raters may tend to rate all traits so that they will fall
nearly in a vertical line at about the general degree of the
average ability the rater considez^s the ratee to have. This
type of error will be discussed further in a later section.
The Personnel Handbook ^ op . olt., pp. 29^-297*
307-308.
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standard,^ In using Bftn-to-san rating the relative over-ail
perforaanoe is usually considered, rather than performance
on each of several traits. However^ either or both methods
may be used.
This type of rating is easier than comparing an actual
against a theoretical standazHi.^ In this respect lies the
greatest advaxitage of the comparison systems over rating
scales. The same features that sake this method easier^ al-
so make it more accurate. Thus, it has somewhat greater
consistency than rating scales. Similarly, rater train*
On the subject of when to use man-to->man and man-job
rating, soaw advocate the use of man-job ratings in consider-
ing an individual for promotion. They say do not match pos-
sible promotees directly ctgainst one another. The "qualita-
tive matching or deficiency of traits is the important
thing,"
Eugene J, Benge. Job Evaluation and Merit Rating
.
Deep River, Conn.; National Foremen's Institute, 1941, p. 62.
Samples concluded that man-to-job rating is neces-
sary to help a man improve himself because man-to-man com-
parison must of necessity depend on two variables -- each
man*s day-to-day job performance.
Wayne 0. Samples. A Study of Rating Methods for
Professional Employees . Unpublished M. A. Thesis. Ohio
State University, 19*8. pp. 30-31.
2
For example, it is easier to tell which of two ob-
jects is larger, nearer, higher, etc. (when viewed at the
•ttse time) than it is to estimate the distance or dimen-
sions in measurement terns for each object and then, by
comparison of these estimated measurements > arrive at a
comparison between the two objects.
28
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ing does not nft«d to be as Intensive as with the rating
scale nethod.
Disadvantages of this system are that it stacks indiv-
iduals only against others on the same Job at nearly the
same tiBie« and it does not provide necessary information
for oo\ui8eling. This second fault can be connected by re-
quiring rater comsents.
The comparison method is most useful when there are a
niuQber of persons on the same Job to be rated. It is not
satisfactory for one or a small number of ratees.




Paired comparison requires that every person doing a
particular Job be paired with every other individual who
does that same Job. The rater Judges which man of each
pair is better. On the basis of the number of times one
man is favoz*ed over another, it is possible to derive a
29
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rank-order of those on that peu:*tleular Job, This is ths
simplest and easiest merit rating system, but the total time
required will usually be greater than with the rank-order
or foroed distribution systems. This is especially true
with a large number of persons to Judge, It is particularly
suited for high accuracy in differentiating performance of
individuals and for validating tests.
^^ rank^order system is most simply accomplished by
placing each man's name on a card and arranging the cards
in order of ability. This may not be possible with a large
number of ratees. The method requires little training, but
has the disadvantage of lack of data with which to counsel.
The rank-order comparison system is well-suited for obtain-
1
The U. S. Army tried a form of paired comparison
during World War I. The method, credited to Dr. Walter Dill
Soott, was for the rater to place at each trait degree, the
name of the officer who, in the rater's opinion, embodied
that trait degree. The officer being amrked was then com-
pared directly with other officers who represented every
trait degree. The taremendous undertaking involved in corre-
lating the comparisons so that every officer could be placed
in rank-oMer according to his value to the Army, can be
envisioned.
Ordway Tead and Henry C. Metcalf . Personnel Admin-
istration, New York: McOraw-Hlll, 1920. pp. 5^-59.
o
With the rank-order method it will probably be im-
possible to satisfactorily explain to the man ranked number
ten, why he was not ranked number nine, etc.
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Ing a spread of men by their ability for any purpose* It
l8 also suitable for test validation,
Tbe forced distribution system Is based on the assunp-
o
tlon that persons on a given Job fom a normal distribution.
The question to be decided Is whether It Is better to force
ratings Into a normal distribution, or to put up with the
bunching at the top of the scale that la typical of rating
scale methods.
When conscientiously used, this method has the advan*
tage of spreading the promotees out over the entire rating
scale. For example, one percentage split frequently made
is ten, twenty, forty, twenty, ten. It may be, and usually
la, difficult for the rater to decide where the fine line
Whez»e there are few men to be rated the forced dis-
tribution system becomes a refinement of the rank-order
method, because the simplest way Is to arrange the men In
rank-order first. On the other hand, the forced distribu-
tion feature may be attached to rating scale or check list
methods, In which case there would be no ranking within
groups. Due to Its all-around applicability, forced dis-
tribution could almost be considered as a separate category
of merit rating Instead of a comparison system sub-type.
2
It would be a rarity, of course. If the persons on
a Job had traits In such degree that a plot of the abilities
of the group exactly formed a normal distribution. However,
the chances are that the abilities of any group will ap-
proximate this type distribution,
Joseph Tiffin, Industrial Psychology , New York:
Prentice-Hall, 1948. p. 490,
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between any two adjaoent sroups la located. However, If ten
per cent are to be promoted (or thirty, or seventy per cent),
the problea has been slupllfled for the final Judge, If,
as l0 sore frequently the case, the percentage to be pro-
moted falls within a group, a further difficult decision re-
mains,
CHECK LI3TS^
Check lists are composed of statements to be cheeked
by the rater if the description fits the individual being
judged, or. In the case of forced-choice. If it least fits
him. The check list methods are considered best for differ-
entiating between persons^ whether the comparison is made
against performance of others directly, or against sons
standard. With these methods the rater actually becomes a
reporter of behavior. Evaluations are generally accomplished
by a higher echelon. The completed report is more objective
than Is probable with other merit rating types.
Check lists aure of two sub-types as follows:
1, Weighted Check Lists.
2, Forced-Choice (Preferential Check Lists),
The same oomment applies for any other percentage
split which takes advantage of existing divisions between
groups
,
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^^® ^gig>^^^<^ check list contains Btatesents of behav-
ior. The behavior oust be z*elated to the job for which the
person Is being rated> just as for other sMrlt ratlag meth-
ods. Scale values are attached to each statement to Indic-
ate the lnport€mce of that behavior tz*alt, A high value
Indicates the behavior Is related to good job perfomanoe,
low value to poor performance. The usual procedure Is to
compute an average value to Indicate average performance for
the Individual. By ocMsparlng these average scores a rank-
order of persons by ability can be obtained.
Weighted check lists should be developed specifically
for particular jobs, or limited groups of associated jobs.
The valxie of this type list tends to decrease as the range
and variety of jobs to be rated with a single check list In-
creases. With only a few Individuals on a job, It nay not
be feasible to devote the necessary tine and effort to ap-
ply this system. When use of the weighted check list la
warranted. It can provide the necessary Infomatlon for
counseling, perhaps In an even better form than the rating
scale. Its best features are Its adaptability as an aid
to individual development, and Its greater consistency than
rating scales,
The preferential check list, or forced-choice , system
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consists of groups of stateoents. From each grov^), the
rater must choose the one statement which best describes
the ratee and the one statement which least describes him*
Usually, there are an equal nianber of favorable and unfa-
voz^ble statenents, but only one of the favorable and one
of the unfavorable stateaents are critical, that is, af~
feots the rating. The statements considered critical have
been found, by statistical analysis, to discriiainate be>
tween successful and unsuccessful persons. Those state-
ments which do not affect the final rating are phrases fre-
quently used in word descriptions, but seem to have no sig-
nificance in differentiating the successful froa the unsuc-
cessful. The theoz*y is, however, that the person who has
net seen the statistical analysis will not be able to tell
the critical from the non-critical statements. The forced-
choice method has the advantage of eliminating rater bias,
both intentional and unintentional. Thus, ratings are
spread along the scale in accordance with actual ability
rather than being bunched together due to rater bias and/or
error.
The feature which make this method so accurate rela-
tive to other methods, also makes it unpopular — the se-
crecy attached to the keys. The fact that the keys must be
34













kept secret if all rater bias is to be eliminated, snaoks
of something underhanded to those who use the systen.
Many, if not all, raters like to think of thenselves as
fair and unbiased. Furthermore, there is a desire to know
what kind of a rating one is fashioning for a subordinate
and with this type that is impossible. Likewise, it is
impossible to use the completed form as an aid when counsel'-
Ing, This may be overcome by using a trait list in addition
to the forced-choice. But, how can one be sure that the
advice given will, if followed, improve the raan*s rating?
Statisticians have proven to their own satisfaction that,
if the rater marks the forced-choice statements sincerely
and truthfully, a true picture of the ratee will have been
painted. All that resMLlns is to convince those who deal
with the method, rater and ratee, that it is fair and it
will be fully accepted. Due to the expense involved in its
development, it is not suitable for a small establishment.
From the advantages listed for each type of merit
rating it is now possible to sumanarize the plans which will
probably best accomplish various specific objectives.
Rating Employee and Supervisory Performance . Edited
by M, Joseph Dooher and Vivienne Marquis, New York: AMA,
1950. p. k2.
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OBJECTIVES VSRStJS MKRIT RATING PIAHS
^
It must b% recognized that it is inpossibls to state
definitely that one or another of the various merit rating
systems is the best for any pux^ose. However, the general^
izations made below^ if taken as Just that, will give an
indication of what to expect with each type. Hany consid-
erations enter the picture, such as time and effort re-
quired and the need for the system to serve several pur-
poses. Whatever advantage a particular system may have
for serving one purpose may be outweighed by its disad-
vantages relative to other purposes.
1. High Accuracy







The Personnel Handbook , op . cit ., p. 323,
Suitable for obtaining performance relative to other
persons or relative to a standard.
3 Suitable for obtaining performance relative to
others.
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2« Aiding in Individual Development
a. Rating Scale with Coonients
b* Weighted Check List
3« For Test Validations — CompariBon Systens
4« For Rating a Small Number of Persons
a. Rating Scales
b« Rank-Order
5. For Best Chance of Consistency
a. Comparison Systi
b. Weighted Check List
In the final analysis, the best system for a situation
will be the merit rating plan specifically designed for
that situation.
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CHAPTER IV
CAPTIONS^ DAMPERS AHD PRINCIPLES
OP MERIT RATING
THE RATER
As stated previously, merit rating is not a seasvire of
perrormanoe . It obtains opinions only. Therefore, it cannot
be considered as a precise method. It consists of many va*-
1
rlables among which the rater is the greatest of then all.
He can make a rating program operate with reasonable con-
sistency, or he can make the vez^ best plan operate inac-
ouz*ately. The latter is by far the easier course to follow.
At times, the rating system may have inhex^nt faults
which cause errors. It may, for instance, not contain the
traits that are required for the Job under consideration,
or the trait degrees may not be adequately described. As*
suming that these faults are eliminated, the rater may be
afflicted with one or a combination of the followlngj
1
Knowles and Thomson list the primary sources of
danger in any rating program as (1) the rater himself,
{£) the rating form, (3) frequency of making ratings, (4)
secrecy of results, and (5) lack of understanding.
Asa S. Knowles and Robert D. Thomson. Management
of Manpower
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1. Halo Effect - the tendency to rate an individual
rather consistently high, average, or low on each of the
various traits depending on the rater's overfall iaipreaflion
of the individual. Halo effect nay or say not be entirely
the fault of the rater. If considerable overlapping exists
between traits, the error may be iaipoasible for the rater
to correct,
2' Constant Error - this type of error has been de-
scribed variously as central tendency, lack of spread, dif*
ferent standards, systematic error, etc. The basic result
of all these errors is that the entire rating scale is not
utilized. The good rater adequately distinguishes among
%lm various ratees by using the full scale. The not-oo-good
raters are more apt to mark consistently high, but some
also mark consistently low, or mark everybody average —
The Personnel Handbook cites an example in which
judgment and personality varied directly with px*oduction
an unusual phenomenon, if true. This condition is fre-
quently found in completed ratings.
Personnel Itondbook, op, cit., p. 285.
2
Dale Yoder. Personnel Management and Industrial






no veiry high nor vex^ low marks.
3. InconalBtency - unless the rater is consistent in
his ratings, nothing of value can be obtained from them,
Ub say be inconsistent with himself — a difference in con-
secutive ratings on the sane «an not Justified by changed
behavior, or he aay be inconsistent with other raters who
rate the sane man. The first step Is to train the rater
to be consistent on consecutive ratings. When that has
been accomplished, set about correcting his inconsistency
with other raters. This is aceoapllshed by comparison be-
tween successive ratings of the same individual by the
sane rater as well as by different raters. Inconsist-
ency because of the rater's lack of ability can be cor-
rected somewhat by training. Allowance for any remaining
Yoder describes the Inclination of a rater to keep
away from the extremes as central tendency , and a consist-
ent tendency to over or under rate as a systematic error
.
Yoder, o£. cit ., pp. 3^5, 3^8.
2
As a matter of practice, more than one rater should
rate an individual, provided more than one rater has oppor-
tunity to observe the ratee*s perforaanoe on the Job.
Mary Harper Wortham. "Rating of Supervisors,"
Industrial Relations Section, California Institute of Tech-
nology, Bulletin No. 11, p. 31*
Yoder, op . cit ., p. 339.
Beiige, o£, cit,, p. 5^. Item 7.
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constant error between raters can be autde by applying a
correction factor.
Besides training to improve the rater, various other
•uggeBtlons have been made for helping the rater Improve
hlB own performance. One suggestion Is to have the ratee
complete a rating on himself and then, as part of the de>
velopoent program, rater and ratee discuss both reports —
the one by the rater and also the one made on himself by
the ratee. This discussion between rater and ratee not
only forces the rater to make more sincere judgments, but
also will make it easier for him to do a good counseling
job. Another suggestion for assisting the rater is to have
him Justify each trait degree selected by a specific com-
ment on the rating form,'^ Some favor a sumnarization of
For a discussion on how to compute correction fac-
tors see: Wortham, o£, clt ,, p, 25,
The Personnel Handbook , op , clt ,, pp, 326, 329# 332.
Rating Employee and Supervisory Performance , op .
clt., pp. 155-158.
2
Swing W, Reilley and Bernard J. Muller-Thym. ''Ex-
eeutive Development Today for Increased Profits Tomorrow,"
Personnel
, AMA, Vol, 24, No. 6, May 1948. p. 407.
3
Yoder, o£. clt., pp. 330, 33^.
A sample form which incorporates oasments to Justify
each trait degree has been reproduced in Appendix B«
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the overall value of the ratee to the organization. Either
of these last two reoommendations tend to sake the completed
rating BK^re objective
,
provided the coaments are in opera-
tional terras, that ie — statea^nts of fact rather than
p
opinione or beliefs. Users of merit rating must have
faith that raters ean eventually be trained to adopt common
standards.^
VALIDITY
Validity relates to the extent to which ratings ade-
quately differentiate among individuals in a group in terms
of actual job performance or potential. Inaccuracies in
this respect may be caused by an inadequate system or an
untrained rater. Suggestions for impz*oving both conditions
have been discussed previously. In addition to training to
red\ioe rater errors, it has been found that a properly de-
signed rating form can be of great assistance in avoiding
1
See copies of the Navy Fitness Reports — Ap-
pendices C, T>, £, and F, for some saiv>les where summariza-
tion of overall value to the organization is required.
2
E. C. Webster, A. Winn, and J. A. Oliver. "Case
Study of Merit Rating Forms: Simplification and Reduction
of Traits for Raters,** Personnel , AMA, Vol. 27? No. 5*
March 1951. p. *15.
3
Wortham, o£. clt. p. 26,
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them. These will be discussed In the following section.
One way to test for validity Is to conpare the com-
pleted merit rating for an Individual with some objective
measure of that individual's job performance. This Is pos-
sible only If the performance records are available and are
truly representative of average performance.
RATING FORM DESIQN
The merit rating form should not look complex to the
rater. Any mathematics involved in deriving a final Index
should not be placed on the forms. Such details can be
handled better by the personnel department, or similar or-^
ganlzatlon, upon completion of ratings.
Randolph S. Driver of the Atlantic Refining Company,
lists the following methods which he says have been used
with varying success to determine validity:
(1) Comparison with some dlz*eot measurement of perform-
ance, 1. e., production records, etc.
(2) Comparison with psychological tests purporting to
measure the same ability.
(3) Comparison with work samples.
(4) Analysis of distribution of results.
(3) Analysis to determine the presence or absence of
"halo effect."
(6) Pollow-up procedures. A study of past records ver-
sus actual performance of an individual.
(7) Miscellaneous methods.
Mr, Driver feels that methods (1) and (6) have the
best chance of being helpful at this time*
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In addition, there are features, whloh. If Incorporated
In the form, would tend to i^duoe errors. However, they also
tend to Increase the c^iplexlty of the form. The relative
advantaged and disadvantages loust be weighed by the user*
They Include the following:
1« Arrange the form so that all persons are rated one
trait at a time In order to counteract "halo effect,"
2, Vary the position of the high and low trait de-
gree descriptions. This forces the rater to read each
trait degree carefully, rather than checking each trait ap*
proximately in a vertical line based on the halo effect of
a few traits, or becaixse of Inherent rater tendency,
3« Indicate on the form the approximate percentage of
any gro\^> that would normally be expected to have each de-
gree of any trait. (Forced Distribution)
4, Provide space beside each trait degree so that
rater can Justify with comment the Jud^nent made in each
ease,
5« Provide space for the rater to siamiarize his opin-
ion of the overall worth of the man to the organization.
This word picture should specifically touch on the strong
points, shortcomings, corrective action recoaraended, suit-
ability for pir«notlon, training recommended, etc. Search-
,aoLJi.^Zi&nio ^^J ' not
^i4
ing questions can be provided to draw out the type of ln>
forsatlon desired.
PKINCIPLE8 OF MERIT RATING^
BM«d on phases of aierlt rating discussed so far In
this study » some principles can be derived and will be
stated herewith
t
1, The flierlt rating prograa used must be tailor-made
for the particular circumstances in which it is to function.
There is no one best merit ratlxig system for all situations.
2. Merit rating programs should be designed to serve
specific objectives . Do not attempt to obtain answers from
the program which it has not been equipped to give.
3« Know the disadvantages inherent in the types used.
Realization of the disadvantages enables the user to take
precautions. If more than one purpose is to be served, a
For further discussion of principles, see also:
Valter Dill Soott» Robert C. Clothier and William
R, Spriegel. Personnel Management . Hew York: McGraw-Hill^
19^9. pp. 203, 205-207.
Knowles and Thomson, o£. olt., 146-151, 155, 158,
160-162.
Rating Employees and Supervisory Perfo3?mance , op .
clt
., p. 19.
Paul Plgors and Charles A« Myers. Personnel Admin-
istration. New Yorkt McOraw-Hlll, 1947. pp. 172-174.
Michael J, Juclus. Personnel Management . Chicago
s
Irwin, 1951. PP. 255-259.
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ooBblnation of typea aajr be required* This entalle accept-
ing an Inoreaelng number of disadvantages.
4, Do not expect exact anawers froa merit rating. It
Is an Inexact method at best, depending on opinions about
people rather than sose direct neasiirement of their perform-
anee or personality.
5* Evaluate the Job for which the Individual is being
rated, without a Job evaluation, there Is no basis for de-
termining which traits are applicable, nor any basis for
Insiurlng that all raters are using the same standards.
6. Behaviors and traits must be observable
.
7. Traits and behaviors rated must be those related
to performance on the Job under consideration, whether It
be present or fut\u*e. No Irrelevant traits should be
listed. In the case of check list methods, the statements
must apply. When comparison systems are used, the rater
must take Into account what constitutes overall Job per-
formance
.
®« Avoid overlapping traits . Reduce number of traits
until there is a real distinction between each of theei.
9. The merit rating plan must have the whole-hearted
^^ '
1 1 II Ill III II
•%ttPort of top level management .
10. The pMigrwi gust be accepted by all hands Involved
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other than top management. The goal to he aimed for Is
whole-hearted support by the entire organization j but the
•asential rainimum for success is acceptance.
•^^» Haters mmat be educated in its purpose and trained
in its use . They must understand the what and why, as well
as the how of the merit rating program being used,
12, Ratees must understand the purpose of the merit
rating program and its advantages to them in fairness, less
favoritism, etc,
^3. Rater must know the man he rates . Each ratee should
be rated by at least two raters if possible. However, rat>
ers must be limited to those who can and do actually ob-
serve the perfonsance of the rates,
^
^^» CoMP^gted merit ratings should be comparable
.
Successive ratings on the same Individual must be consist-
ent, whether marked by the same rater or not. Also ratings
of a person in one area should be coiiq;)arable with ratings
of another Individual in a different ax*ea, if both are being
1
The rater may receive reports on a particular phase
of the ratee 's performance from an observer, but it is up to
the man who knows him to correlate such bits of information
and come up with a final rating. In this example, the rater
might not actually observe every performance, but he ob-
serves most of them.
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considered for the sane Job.
^5« Traits and trait degreee anat wean the same thing
to each rater . Wording should be such that the rater can
visualize which acts constitute a specific trait degree*
Z>eserlptions should be as objective as possible,
16 . Pieouss the rating with person rated . The com-
pleted rating should be in such form that it can be shown
to and dlsouaaed with the ratee. I>ue to the nature of
the forced-choice type, it should be supplemented with a
trait list to abide by this principle.
17« Limit dissemination of completed ratings to the
ratee and those in management who need to know, otherwise,
keep material confidential . Confidence in the fairness of
the merit rating program will be improved thereby.
18, Check and review completed forms for rater con-
sistency, rater errors, and to maintain continuous evalua-
tion of the ratees
. This should be done by a central
agency.
19. Continuously evaluate the program for improve-
ments. This includes improveaent in form design, descrip-
Probably the most valuable by-product of the merit
rating systems is the opportunity afforded those rated to
find out what others think of their ability, so that they
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20. Publicize achievements of merit rating plan in or-
der to increase oonfldenoe In and aooeptanoe of the pa:^gram«
In this way its effectiveness and worthwhllenesa in tenw of




THE NAVY FITNESS REPORT
HISTORY^
Toward the end of the last centiiry, the Navy Depart-
ent becane aware of the need for evaluating naval of-
ficers In a Banner which would facilitate the comparison
of officers In each grade as a basis for adnlnlstratlve
actions, such as detail and selection for promotion. In
1891 a "Report on the Fitness of Officers* was published
for service use. This report provided a means for com-
manding officers to comment on characteristics Important
to the effectiveness of the officer being reported on.
These characteristics were listed as (1) ability to com-
mand, (2) manner of performing duties, (3) general conduct,
(4) sobriety, (5) health, and (6) condition and efficiency
of command. It provided that any special duty to which
the officer had been assigned be indicated along with a
1
From data furnished by the Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, Washington, D, C,
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statenent of how well this duty had been performed* Also
provided on the fom was space for 1;he connunndlng officer
to aake any renarks which he felt Important toward assist-
ing In the officer's coiBplete evaluation.
This fom underwent a complete revision In 1912. The
wmltoeT of characteristics to be considered was Increased
and It was required that reporting officers evaluate of-
ficers on a to 4.0 scale. Since then several revisions
have taken place.
REVISIKO A FITNESS REPORT
Tha aathods by which fitness report forms are created
are many and varied. The form revised In August 19^3
(Appendix 0) was evolved by the Introduction of changes
See sample forms In Appendices as follows:
D - Report on the Fitness of Officers (April, 1923)
E - Report on the Fitness of Officers (July, 1928)
F - Report on the Fitness of Officers (Sept., 1930)
- Report on the Fitness of officers (Revised 8/43)
H - Officer's Fitness Report (Revised 6/^5)
1 - Report on the Fitness of Officers (Revised 3/51)
J - Officer's Fitness Report , OSMC (Revised 7/50)
K - Chief and First Class Petty Officer Evaluation
Sheet (New 12/49)
These are by no means all the revisions that have taken
place. They do indicate the efforts being made by the Armed
Services to correct deficiencies when they appear, and to
overcome rater errors by changing the form design from time
to tine*
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shown necessary by continued usage. As needs for more In-
formation arose, additional Items were added until the rorm
beeaoe so oumbersooe that It could no longer be used. It
was then streaaillned and the growing process started again*
The 19^3 revision was made by a group of Industrial person-
nel experts on duty In the Navy, It was engineered to meet
the specific needs of selection and detail*
The latest fom In use (Appendix I) resulted from a
study of all contemporary forms and those used In the past.
This study Included the Army form, the Air Force form, the
Marine Corps form, and all previous Navy forms. The re-
sults obtained frc»!i each were oarefully considered. The
study Indicated that, however Imperfect they might have
been, the results obtained from the old Navy form (Appen-
dix 0) were the most satisfactory* The most recent form
(Appendix I) Is simply a reenglneerlng of the older form
with the Items that wez*e not being used eliminated. Some
of the detailed Instructions formerly Issued with the older
forms were purposely omitted because it was thought that
fewer injustices would result If each reporting senior were
permitted to use his own Judgment in painting the desired
picture of his Junior's performance.
It has been found that the task of revising the fitness
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report foxna 18 complicated by many factors. Sone of theao
are indleat«di below t
1« l^e indivldiutl, and often conflicting* ideas of
numerous naval officers must be consolidated into a repre-
sentative form which will be acceptable to the service and
administratively feasible,
2, Changing conditions in the Havy require emphasis
on new developments. There is often a tendency to let the
new material added get out of balance with the fundamental
•aterial desired in such a report.
3* Each new form and system has eliminated some of
the disadvantages of the preceding system, but has also in-
troduced new abuses and troubles which were not appaz*ent
in the previous form.
k^ Tim strong feeling of fellowship among naval of-
ficers and the necessity to maintain morale results in the
majority of officers being rated in the top ten per cent
of their grade. Obviously, in any grade seventy per cent
of the officers cannot be in the top ten per cent, but
with the system in effect in 1950, this was apparently
the case if one could believe the rating section of the
fitness reports.
3. Test runs were made where the marks had no bearing
53
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on the career of the officer concerned. Under these con-
ditions results were generally valid. When the rating form
was actually put into use, however, the marks were higher
than in the test run and, froa past experience, they usual-
ly continue to become still higher.
6. There la a natural reluctance on the part of re-
porting seniors, or on the part of most other individuals
for that matter, to make unfavorable connent on their sub-
ordinates for official purposes,
7. There should be some continuity of any new form
with previous forms if any continuous evaluation is to be
made from the complete fitness report file,
A study of the z*eports submitted in all previous Navy
systems indicated that while check marks assigned in the
various categories tended to be concentrated in either the
topmost or bottom brackets, the comments were generally
more constrained. For this reason users of fitness reports
have cone to rely on the eonment section rather than the
numerical marks. It is believed, therefore, that improve-
ents can best be gained by simplifying the numerical sec-
tions and retaining the oonment section.
Probably the hardest task connected with any revision
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a vay which will secure and maintain the wholehearted coop^
eration of the reporting seniors
.
FEAT0R5S OF THE CTmREHT FITNESS REPORT
The c\irrent Navy fitness report inclades the follow-
ing features:
(1) There is inoorpojrated a list of traits with a de-
finition of what each is meant to convey to the rater.
There are four degrees of each trait, plus a column to be
used when the trait has not been observed. Three of the
degrees have a description stated in operational terms,
while the fourth degree is labelled "Unsatisfactory" with
no additional description. The trait degrees are further
divided into two equal boxes to represent a higher or lower
amount of that degree* In all, there are thirteen traits
to be rated. This type rating form can be described as a
multiple-step rating scale.
(2) It is mandatory that the completed report be shown
the ratee if there are any unfavorable comments. A space
has been provided in which the rater must indicate whether
the report has been shown to the ratee and what, if any.
A copy of the latest fitness report has been in-
eluded as Appendix I.
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improvenient has been noted,
(3) Thex^ Is Included an additional report on current
performance. Each of the perfonsance Itens must be graded
by a n\i»erioaI mark on a scale of 0.0 to 4.0. A nark be-
low 2,3, in any of the nine spaces provided, constitutes an
unfavorable entry and requires that the report be shown to
the ratee.
(4) There are two critical statements that laust be
answered by the rater — what he thinks of the particular
officer in respect to others of the same rank and approxim^
ate 8ei*viGe, and a statement of how anxious the rater would
be to have the ratee under his ooannsmd in time of war,
(3) Another featux^e that is critically examined by se->
lection boards is the comBent section of the x*eport. It is
in this section that the rater must make an appraisal of
the ratee. This space cannot be left blank,
(6) Space for certain administrative information is
also provided. This additional data includes such things
as length of present tour of duty, various duties assigned
during the period of the report, ireference to any commend-'
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Thm purpose of the fitness report Is to provide for
1
each officer a ooaplete and contlnuoiis record of all
time spent In an active duty status. The record oust be
In sufficient detail to permit asslgninent to tasks for
which best qualified or to those In which additional train-
ing Is needed (depending on the objective which best meets
%to» current needs of the United States}* It should also
permit a selection board to obtain a sufficiently accurate
picture of the officer to arrive at a valid decision con-
cerning his qualification for selection without the neces-
sity of calling him before the board In person. Prom time
to tine, various other Information Is required on the fit-
ness report In an attempt to gather everything In one re-
port Instead of requiring several administrative reports.
While this method has merit In reducing the nissber of re-
ports. It tends to make the completed fitness report unduly
long and time-consuming for the rater to complete. For
that reason, there Is a continual shifting between longer
and shorter forms, l.e., attempts to delete Information
1
The complete fitness report file on each officer
Is maintained In the Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington,
D. C.
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that iB no longer needed versus the desire for other in-
formation which it appears advisable to obtain*
WEIGHT QIVEH PITRESS REPORTS IN SELECTION FOR PRQKtOTION
The fitness report is the primary dooxanent on which
all promotions and details are based • However, the exact
weight given an officer *8 fitness report by any particular
selection board when considering him for promotion is inde-
terminable. The precept for any selection is very broad.
It simply asks the board to select from the officers elig-
ible the ones that the board considers to be the best fitted
for promotion. The number to be selected is set forth in
the pi*eoept. Therefore, other factors such as professional
reputations, qualifications for specific Jobs, record in
combat, etc., all enter into the picture and the weight
accorded each factor is a decision that each board must
sake for itself.
The information furnished the selection board is that
contained in the fitness report jacket, the selection board
Jacket, material concerning the officer which is held by
1
See Appendix L for sample precept convening a se-
lection board appointed to select line officers for pro-
motion to Rear Admiral.
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the Judge Advocate General » and the nedlcal record for each
individual eligible for consideration.
Quite naturally^ the service reputation of the officer
under consideration and the personal knowledge that board
sembers may have relative to any circumstances Incident to
an unusual fitness report are considered in addition to the
written records.
The fitness report carries major weight in the selec-
tion bo€u:*d*8 detemlnatlon In the case of junior officers.
As the prospective selectees become more senior, the fitness
report carries less and less weight relative to other fac-
tors.
As the service reputation of the senior officers is
better known and because the fewer prospects to be consid-
ered by the more senior boards permits more time for con<»
slderatlon of each individual, these factors have an In-
oreasingly greater Influence In the selection of senior of-
ficers than in the selection of junior officers.
The selection board Jacket contains a recent photo-
graph, information on background — both prior to naval ser-
vice and in service, citations, awards, discipline, and
miscellaneous correspondence. The material frc»s the Judge
Advocate General's office will contain records of courts,
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As stated in Chapter IZ, aerlt rating in industry got
its first real inpetue In the United states shortly after
Vorld War I. This was largely, if not entirely, due to the
ezperlaentation conducted by the U« S. Amy, The U. S, Civ-
il Service had also been using nerlt rating; for some tizae
(since 1910); but vost eoaqpaniee that adopted merit rating
plane probably started with a fom of the Army systea. Each
company gradually modified the plan to suit individual
needs • In 1926, Mr. John V. Dalsell, of the Ferro-Concrete
Conpany, estimated that nost companies had gotten away frosi
the Army rating system by that date.
Industry's approach to B»rit rating has been to develop
a plan which can be used primarily at the worker and first
line supervisory levels. There is relatively little evidence
of its utilization in administrative nanggMnent, as is the
case in the Navy. Rather, the emphasis in industry's upper
operative and all adminliBtrative levels is on training |:ians
1 « .;,Harvey 0. Ellerd. "Rating Supervisors, Production
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d«8lKned to give tbe •jwcutlve an overall graap of the or>
ganlsatlon, Soae of the training plans currently In favor
ares (1) Job rotation, (2) participation in high level de*-
cisions through nanagenent boards or coiBoitteea.^ (3) some
role plajing (but usually at the lower supervisory levels),
and (4) utilization of special college training prograss
(case study methods, eto«}. Actual selection for promotion
within these levels seeas to be by favorable recoMiendation
of the isnediate superior, and by approval of the Board of
Directors if the proaotion is to a position of top level
reaponBlbllity.
Where the situation is such that those in top manage*
ent know all prospective promotees in the organization who
will be ready for top level billets within the next several
years, it is probably absurd to go through the mechanics of
merit rating to aid in the final selection of the proootae
when a vacancy occurs. In thesa instances « all-around train-
ing, followed by designating understudies, mi^ht be a more
realistic and satisfactory approach. This will apply to
most concerns until they grow to several tlawes their present
Charles Perr;^'^ McCormlck, The Power of People . New
York: Harper and Brothers, 19^9. 136 pp.
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In the larger industrial enterprises, this line of
reasoning should not be followed. Sux*ely, concerns com-
prised of many establishments Bust have great difficulty
trying to compare possible pronotees to top nanagenent«
Their possible sources would include administrative exec-
utives located all over the United ::>tate3 and also, perhaps,
in other parts of the world. In such cases, a form of mer-
it rating would seen to be an answer to the problem. How-
aver, within the libraries at the Ohio State University,
no concz*ete evidence of the use of nerit rating to select
axeoutives for promotion to the top wiinig—nt level has
been found. There is plenty of evidence that industry is
pretty well sold on the use of Bierit rating for eaployeea
through the supervisory level. Halsey gives indication that
industry is also seriously considering the use of merit
rating for higher executives when he says,
^'The chief executive of a nationwide business
with a dozen or aore stores or factories in differ-
ent parts of the country needs a carefully desisned
rating fom to help him organize his thinking about
the top-flight executives under his supervision.
Just as such as does the supervisor of twenty or
twenty-five clerks or machine-tool operators —
probably more so. The importance of the decisions
involved is so great that it is worth while to
spend considerable tine and effort in designing a
detailed form which is exactly applicable even
6t
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though there may be only a few pereons to be
rated. Such was the opinion of the ohlef ex-
eoutlve of a group of about twenty large
stores ..,*'^
The obserYatlon Is herewith advanced that industry la
alert to the poBsibilltles of merit rating as an aid in se-
lecting executives for all levels of nanagenent. but does
not as yet actually aake full use of it for that purpose.
In an attempt to lend weight to this assumption > queries
were sent to several concerns. The implies indicate util-
ization of merit rating as follows:
1. Johnson and Johnson have an executive rating form which
sesM to be quite adequate for its purpose. Utilization of
the form is at the discretion of each division head. Most
of these men use the completed ratings in analyzing replace-
ment and training needs.
2. Qoodyear Tire and Rubber Company also uses an executive
erit rating system. They call it "Analysis of Employee
Progress." These rating sheets are required for all field
salary employees including store mMxmwKPB, district sales
s\4)ervisors, assistant district managers, district operating
managers, etc. The ratings are required every six months.
George D, Halsey. Making and Using Industrial Ser*
vice Ratings . New Yorkj Harper and Brothers, 19^^. p. 69.
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upon oo^pXetion, they mr« reviewed by the Division Person-
nel Managers and then forwarded to the central personnel
agency for analysis and file. The rater mast appraise the
eaployee being considered and rate him in one of the follow-
ing categories: '^A** - Enployee doing very acceptable Job
on present position and ready for ifiBiiediate advanoeiBent;
"AC-}** • Employee satisfactory, shows promise, will be
ready for advanceHent within one year; "bC^)"" > Acceptable
but not ready for advancement; "B" - may qualify for pres-
ent Job but definitely needs assistance of superior to re-
tain Job; **C'' - To be replaced lanediately.
Both of the above executive rating procrams are good
examples of the possibilities of merit rating. They could
be integrated very easily into a plan of executive inven-
tory control. From the description furnished with the
forms, it appears that, even with these forms, there is no
Executive Inventory Control is a method of estab-
lishing executive reserves now used by several companies.
It is basically an analysis of the potential of the exec-
utives on hand and the development therefrom of a replaee**
BMnt table (or chart) for all or some of the executive posi-
tions in the organization.
N« 0. Asbury. Pearsonnel Administration at the Bxeo-
utiye Level . Annapolis, Md.: U.S .Naval Institute. 19*8* pp,
32-^3.
H. W. Raight. '*Case studies in Executive Develop-
ment: I," Feapsonnel, ANA, Vol, 2?, No. 1, July 1950, p. 23.
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att««pt to carry executive sMrit rating above the operative
anageaent level. To validate this opinion would require a
better knowledge of the oake-up of the jobs for which ratings
are required. However « It is not too great a step frcuQ rat-
Ing operative executives to Its application for adnlnlstra-
tlve executives also.
An additional consideration is the fact that aany In-
dustrial executives of top nanagement caliber are brought
into the organization from other sources, rather than pro-
noted froB within. A merit rating prograsi would probably
be of less value than other available laethods for determin-
ing which of several executives outside the organisation
would be best. Likewise, it would be of little help when
eaaparing available talent within and without the establish-
nent. If, by soae sort of coamon agreement among indus-
trialists, it becomes socially unacceptable to pirate exec-
utive talent froai other concerns, perhaps there could be
aoae cooperation in making available the ratings of execu-
tives who are in excess of the neads of one eoneem to other
















oamamisoN of haval and industrial
TRAININO AND PROMOTION PROB]
Although Industry has not yet begun fully to utilise
serit rating at the top adninistrative levels it haa aade
great strides in developing its use at the worker and lower
supervisory levels. It was through study of the writings
of aany industrial users of nerit rating that the princi-
ples given in Chapter IV were evolved. On the other hand,
whereas records show that the Navy has used sMrit rating
for at least sixty years » the systen used for the petty of-
ficers (supervisory personnel) and other enlisted aen haSj
until very recently, been of a very simple type. The first
advance of any significance was the introduction in 19^9 of
the "Chief and First Class Petty Officer Evaluation Sheet**
(Appendix K). The Navy, then, has been working for better
erit rating for executives above the first line supervis-
or, while industry has been improving merit rating for first,
line supervisors and below. It may be a propitious time
for indxistry and the Navy to study the advances accomplished
by each other.
There is a distinct difference in the problems facing
66
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Industry and the Navy In the preparation of top level exec-
utives. Although both follow the basic administrative prin-
ciples in the running of their organisations. Industrial
leaders are not required to have an additional highly spec-
ialized knowledge at that (top) level. The naval top line
e«eeutive aust. in addition to his adtaiinistrative ability,
have knowledge of the sea — on, over, and under. He must
kamt the limitations of his equlpnent, have an Insight into
strategy and tactics that an enemy might decide to use and
be able to originate and execute a counter plan to combat
it, etc,, etc. For this reason, it is seldom possible to
bring in outside executives to fill top naval line billets,
whereas a top level executive in industry frequently is
brought into the business organization at that level. The
apeeial knowledge of a senior naval line officer le not sim-
ilar to any other occupation, whereas administrative know-
ledge picked \xp in one concern stay be just as applicable in
Industrial executives ready for general administra-
tive responsibilities will require a high order of intelli-
gence, a broad background and experience, considerable matur-
ity, and a broad point of view. Some practical experience
is always valuable but specific practical experience is
less important here than it is for a staff or operative ex-
ecutive •
Ralph C, Davis, Industrial Organization and Hanage-
ent. New Yorkj Ittupper and Brothers, 19^0. p. 38.
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another concern dealing in an altogether different product.
In fact, a oonaiderable number of retired flag officezns from
the various armed forces have been holding down top level
civilian Jobs with evident success. This seems to bear out
the theory that the principles of top management are similar
wherever found and that general, rather than specific « tech-
nical competence is required of the top maaagement executive
in Industry
•
To insure that sufficient talent will be available wiwn
needed, each naval officer receives continuous training as
he advances in rank. Industry has not been so persistent in
its executive training programs. For one thing* executives
in industry are more apt to move from one concern to another,
whereas the number of U. S. Navies available to a naval of*
ficer are distinctly limited. Industry has found that pick-
Payol recognised that roost of the qualities and know-
ledge desirable in a higher manager are the same in any field*
He listed the following: (1) health and physical vigor, (2)
intelligence and mental vigor, (3) moral qualities, (4) sound
general education. (5) nanaserlal ability, (6) general know-
ledge of all essential functions, and (7) competence in spec-
ialized activity of the organization. Coinmenting; further on
these desirable qualities, he ays, "The individual, commer-
cial, political, military, and rellt^rlous leaders of ccaapar-
able rank are alike as far as the first six categories go,
and differ only in the matter of specialized activity char-
acteristic of the enterprise." But he says further that gen-
eral abilities carry an executive to the forefront after his
technical ability brings attention.
Henri Fayol, General and Industrial mniiaMJitnt , Trans-
lated by Constance Storrs, New York: Pitman, 19^9. PP. 73-7^.
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Ing an executive for furttier training, such ae by the iiee
of an understudy aethod, nay tend to discourage others not
so selected. Furthersiore, the selectee himself nay hecoae
discouraged If he must wait too long for the expected ad>
anceaient, Nandell points out that in the Armed Services
the dangers of early selection are reduced by a number of
factors.
1. Graduates of military, naval, and Coast Guard acad>
amies who are not suitable for higher executive positions
can fulfill their careers by high quality work in technical
or supervisory Jobs,
2. The Services provide extensive training and devel-
opment opportunities which compensate for the initial hand!-
eaps of some persons. The training and development pro*
gram is a continuous one, whereas in civilian life
_^^,_
^ Tead Bi^s, '^Many a potential top administrator is
lost to his best effectiveness by delays (for whatever reas-
on) in givin(; him the chance to measure his talents against
greater responaibllities."
Ordway Tead. The Art of Administration. New Yorkj
WcOraw-Hlll, 1951. P.'SO^T —
""
Freeman and Taylor oura up their concept of the argu-
ment against prior selection of executives In Industry as
follows t (1) By survival of the fittest, there will always be
some man ready to step into any situation when it arises,
(2) Personal capacities cannot be measured outside the situa-
tion where It is actually used. (3) Srrors in selection can
be virtually eliminated by piloting proven talent. Leader-
ship demonstrated in rival or related firms can be paid to
serve new masters.
0. L. Freeman and E. K. Taylor, How to Pick Leaders .
Haw York: Punk & Wagnalls in association with Modern Indus-
try Nagasine, 1930. p. 4.
Hilton N. Kandell. "Problems in Executive Selee-
tlon,*" Advanced Managttsont, March 1932. PP« 17-13.
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executive training prograas tend to be of too brief dura-
tion*
3. The selection parooesa In the Ansed Porcea Is auoh
that a greater proportion of potential executives will be
produoed than In civilian life.
As stated previously, the number of executives in an
industrial establishment who are being considered for proMO-
tion to top level responsibilities will, except In the larg-
er organizations, be relatively snail. In such eases« all
l^poaotable executives will be known personally by their
seniors. There Is, therefore, no reason in the saall con-
cerns for a merit rating systea to help the top niigiffi'
decide which executive to promote.
The larger concerns, on the other hand, have much the
sane problean in selecting the best executives for proaK>tion
to top management as that present in the Navy, Writers on
the subject recooBend a span of executive supervision be*
tifeen three and nine or ten for the average top level exec-
utive. These are recommended figures which are often ex-
ceeded. It appears jjosslbl©, in case the top executive
Ralph C. Davis. The Fundamentals of Top Management ,
Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1951. PP. 272-276.
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vacates his Job, that sooe or all of his ianediate subor-
dinates will be considered for the position* With the pos-
sibility of as nany as a dozen candidates (or more) for a
top level position, merit rating could certainly aid In the
final selection.
In the Havy each year, one out of approximately thlr-
ty-slx eligible Captains nust be selected to fill each top
level (flag rank) vacancy. It has long been recognized
that this selection Is a very serious fl»tter» It has fur-
ther been recognised that a merit rating system Is needed
to assist the Selection Board In making its decision* This
aid Is available in the fitness reports for each naval of-
ficer. As pointed out In Chapter V, the fitness reports
oarry considerable ifeight, but other factors such as known
^ In 1951 > there were approximately 1470 Captains el-
igible for pr^Botlon from which number ^6 were actually se-
lected for promotion
•
The following extract fros the Unltrd States Naval
Regulations and Naval Instructions, 1913* P* 74-I» Is as
applicable today as when it was writtens *'The fitness of
an officer for the service, with respect to pr«Botlon and
assignment to duty. Is deterwlned by his record, Heports
on fitness and special reports are decisive of the service
career of the individual officer, and have important In-
fluence on the efficiency of the entire service. The
preparation of these reports is, therefore, one of the most






performance over the yeajrs of service will also carry con-
siderable weight. Generally, a poor fitness report will
cause the candidate to fall of selection* The reverse does
not autonatlcally hold true, however.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLaaiQHS AND RECOWHEIiPATIOHS
EVALUATIOH OF FITNESS REFQRT
The Navy fitness x*eport will be evaluated by compar-
ing It against the featiares that sees to work best for In-
dustrial users of aerlt rating « VI th this In alnd, con-
parlson will be aade with recoiMii^tod fora design and also
with the principles of merit rating. Both of these sub-
jects were covered in aofse detail in Chapter IV • Thex^efore,
recoosaendations will be considered in the •• sequence as
previously discussed. In each case, the recoasiendation
will be restated, followed by cofosent as to whether the
fitness report and recomDendation seem to be in accord.
A. aatliia For» Design - a Comparison
Rating foriB should not look complex to the rater
.
The current fitness report fom Is not unduly complex. The
adsilnlstratlve details have been reduced to a moderate a-
mount. There la no final index that must be computed,
either by the rater or by a central agency.
Wote t The following features are recoBBtnted if careful
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not outweigh the advantages.
Rate all persons on one trait before proceeding to the
next trait .
This tends to elininate the halo effect arising from try-
ing to judge all the traits of one individual before con-
sidering the sasie traits of each of the other subordinates.
The form arrangeaent is such that there is only one ratee
on each fitness report. However « it would be possible for
the rater to consider all officers under his Jurisdiction
on one trait at a time by aaking up a rough form for that
purpose. In aaking trait degree Judgnents, both present
performance and future potential must be considered. Upon
ooMpletion of grading all traits for every subordinate,
each officer *8 grades would be transferred to his own snooth
report and the rough form destroyed. Due to the manner in
which fitness reports are utilized for promotion, assign-
ment to duty, etc., and in view of the confidential natiire
of each officer's report, it would not be feasible nor de-
sirable to file reports with several officers per trait on
each sheet.
The Writer has used this method. It seoraed to him
that the resultant ratings were less biased, i.e., sore
nearly a true picture of the ratee, than when each ratee
was considered on all traits without trait- by-trait compar-
ison with others of the same relative x'ank and e^cperience.
7^
.
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Vary poaltion of high and low trait degrees ,
The position of trait degrees is not varied from line to
line. However, the direction has been reversed froia the
previous form, i.e., unsatisfactory is toward the right on
the new fom whereas it was on the left on the superseded
odel
•
Indicate "noraal distribution ** of any group
.
The older form included an indication of the percentage of
any gi*oup that would normally be expected to possess a trait
in any specific degree. Due to the difficulties described
belov, this feature has been discontinued.
Xn 19^ > after forced distribution had been a feature
of the fitness report for a year or more, it was estimated
that raters were rating between thirty and fifty per cent
of all naval officers in the space labelled "within top
lOj^." By 1950 the number of officers "within top lOjt" had
increased to an estimated seventy per cent. One explanation
for this phenomenon is that many raters were confusing nor*
mal distribution of people *s abilities witr« a percentage
scale or grade for performance on the job. It was like
grading an oxanination; Job performance was being maz4ced
on a to 100^ basis, if an offloer^s performance of du-
ties met the requirements of the rater, the ratee was con-
?5
ROl :tAnal '^x^ effC
Bldered to be ninety per cent or better In Job performance
("within top lOjt"); If he did his Job roughly eighty per
cent satisfactorily, he was rated to be "within next 20;i"
;
and. If he did a nedlocre Job on the order of half what the
rater desired, he vaa rated fifty per cent which brought hln
Into the "within middle 40^** group. Because of this "nan-
Job" thinking on a feature of the fora designed for man-to-
an coap€u:*l8on, practically no one received z*atlng8 below
the middle forty per cent unless they were completely un-
aatl8factox*y. Usually, In such a case, the rater skipped
the column designated "within next SO^jC and graded the un-
•atlafactory officer within bottom 10^". The result then
was that moat officers were graded seventy per cent or bet-
ter on their Jobs, a few were doing half a Job, and a few
liert unsatisfactory. Most raters felt that the preponderance
of their officers were doing ninety per cent or better work,
as Indicated by the bunching of ratings "within top 10^."
Require rater to Justify his Judgment on each trait de-
gree
.
No space Is provided for Justification of each trait degree
selected. There is, however » provision for summarization
of the ratee*8 worth to the organization.
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i^#^lre rater to axamroarlze overall worth of ratee .
Tbis is requiz*»oi (aee above). There are goool Instruction*
on the form which clearly indicate the type of subject to
be included in this sunniary.
B. Principles of Merit Rating - a Coniparison
Tbe Navy fitness report will next be compared with
the principles of merit rating that have sewaed valid to
vaers and students of aerit rating,
Must be tailor-made .
The Kavy has discovered that there is no '^one best" systSM
of merit rating, as evidenced by the changes Incorporated
fron time to tine. Although the present revision was devel-
oped after consideration of forms used by all armed ser-
vices, the product z*epresents a continuing attempt to ob-
tain a rating form which is tailored to best fit the needs
of the Navy, rather than a general form.
Should be designed to serve specific objectives .
There is a question whether the report has not been de-
signed to serve so many purposes that it does not serve any
of them as well as it could. Some of the objectives which
it attempts to serve ares (1) as an aid in selecting for
promotion, (2) as an aid in proper a&signisent to duty, (3)




present Job, (4) ai a devlde which may be used for ratee
improremtnt
, (5) a9 an indicator of the rater's estimate
of the ratee's value in time of war, (6) as a neans of co»*
paring the ratee with those of his contemporaries known to
the rater.
Know the disadvantages of the merit rating system used
.
The disadvantages of the fitness report are probably not too
well known to the raters. This study brings to light some
possible disadvantages and advantages. The possible disad*
vantages are stated, where applicable* under each principle
of merit rating. A further discussion will be undertaken in
the next section — "Conclusions."
Do not expect exact answers ,
This precaution seems to be understood by most raters.
Evaluate the job for which the individual Is being
rated
.
This principle does not appear to be followed. Each rater
has his own conception of what the Job is or should be and
operates accordingly. It may well be that it would be im-
possible to make a Job description for an officer of any
particular rank.
Behaviors and traits must be observable
.
All listed qualities are so described in operational terms
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on the fitness r«port that they are obsei*vabIe, However,
there nuiy be traits that are not applicable to all imnks.
liiHwriors imist be related to perfoiiMHi» »
The Job iinder consideration aay be the present or a future
one. The fitness report does not differentiate between
thoae traits required for the present and future Jobs. This
can only be Justified if it is determined that an Ensign's
•ad aa Admiral's Jobs req:uire the same tndta«
Avoid overlapping traits
.
Baam traits on the fitness report might be considered to
overlap. For example: "intelligence," "Judgment," and
"initiative seen to shade into one another* the same ap^
p«ars to be true of "force" and "perseverance.'* The r«sain-
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Wust hav whol»h#>rt»d support of top level nanageaent ,
This is ths case.
pist be acoepted by all hands involved .
It is.^
imt»y wist be educated in its purpose and trained in
its use*
This has not been done. The asaia^tlon was apparently nade
that the detailed instructions accompanying eaeh previous
revision of the form would be sufficient. Ho other con-
certed action was amde to enlighten the rater on the exist-
ence and evils of such things as "halo effect,** "constant
•rrmr, " "consistency/* and the like. The newest form con-
tains no detailed Instructions at all except in regard to
the "eoBMsnt section.**
Iterit rating has been a part of the U. $• Navy for
such a long tiB» that it has become traditional. The United
States Mayal Regulations and InstiniotionSt 1913 ^ pages 71-1
through 7^-1* gave detailed instructions on reporting the
fiti^ss of officers. Article 1715 of the Regulations for the
Oovemment of the Navy of the United States » dated Febru-
ary 23, 1893 » gave instructions on the same subject. Recox»da
prior to that date are not immediately available.
A report on the fitness of every enlistiKl man and of-
ficer must be made periodically. The report on the senior na-
val officer is submitted by the Secretary of the Navy. Fit-
ness reports on all other Navy personnel fiire made by their
superior officer.
Current instructions on naval fitness reports for of-
ficers are contaim»d in the Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual^
19^8. Article 32202; and in Article 1701, U.S. Navy Regula-
tions, 19^8.
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.
Her* again, instructions !»• been insufficient*
Ratey wust know the aan be rates .
This is true in all but the largest ooanands* Even in those
larger eoMsniiii, the senior officer signs the report, but
receives advice fro« those officers who are the iOMdlate
superiors of the officer being rated*
Conipleted ratings should be coayparable .
This featiire is particularly difficult to acconplish in tha
Navy, where officers are serving all over the world under a
variety of conditions. Likewise, it is particularly neces-
sary that ratings be coaparable if they are to be of any
value. There is a continuing attempt to sake ratings cob*
parable through changes in the forsi.
Traits and trait degrees must have the sane meaning to
each rater.
The traits and tradt degrees are stated in operational tems,
but are general rather than specific. If the tems were
really specific, it would be necessary to have a slightly
different fitness report for each rank. Were that the ease,
action more in keeping with each rank could be objectively
tfMcribed,
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«MAO Ml^ JAW b'
Di5o\me rating with ratee .
This is not mandatory, except In tha aaae of unsatlefaotory
reports. Reports are available for perusal at any tine of-
ficer presents himself at the Bureau of Naval Personnel In
Washington , D. C.
Keep aerit ratings conflitential (other than with ratee),
This is done.
Maintain continuous evaluation of the ratee
.
This is done so that selection hoards will altvays have an
up-to-date record of the officer at any time. It is also
required for detail purposes, Bowever, there is no apparent
attempt to review forms for the purpose of determining rater
error or consistency except when such infomiation is needed
to determine average tendencies, etc, when revising the
form. Evaluation for rater improvement through training and
education is not done,
Oontinuously evaluate program for possible improve -
Mints in foym design , descriptions , etc «
This is done periodically.
Publicize aehievMsents of the rating










Merit rating is a valuable ai<S In painting a word pic-
ture of an individual. It can be described as a tsethod which
oan assist a rater to make better JwlgMente of each ratec's
worth. Of ootoroe, the viae of Tsierit rating will not help a
3?ater who does not follow the rules or obseirve the precau-
tions* For the rater who does follow them« there is the re-
ward of more fairness to ratees and the ability to skim off
the oreaiQ for promotions^ partictQar assignnents« etc. What
Is the ree\ilt7 The answer is better morale and better pro-
jMotees
What part does ntrit rating have in the selection for
>««etion of the best top level executives in the Havy? The
M0wer to that question cannot be given in definite terms*
Tt» fitness report is used by selection boards when consid-
ering Captains for pronotion to flag rank. The jprtportional
weight It haa eos^pared with other factors such as service
reputation^ eoabat record, etc., ean not be stated* As a
Matter of faet« the proportion ttad<iubt«41y chaagea with
•aeb appointed board. There se«ia to be strong evidence
l^iat a good fitness report does not insure prcMsotion, There
Is equally strong evidence that a poor fitnesa report will
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An ftnalysle of the fltnftss report form has indicated
that most of the industrial writers* veeoaaendations either
are being used, or that there is good reason for deviation
therefroB. The record in regard to followirig the principles
of merit rating is not quite as good. These variances will
be discussed belows
The Navy May be trying to accomplish too many objec-
tives with the fitness report. The validity of this state-
sent would have to be studied by the statisticians. On the
other liand, there is continual pressure to increase the mm-
ber of items of information that the fitness report can be
designed to furnish. All in all» perhaps the present report
represents the nearest to a happy awdiua that can be ob-
tained.
The average rater probably is hasy as to the diMiiVftnt-
aces of the fitnesa report, it would be such beti^er if he
were veil enough aware of thes to avoid soae of the pitfalls
of j?ating« In contrast, there is every indication that tb«
designers of the fitness report are well alerted to the dis-
advantages of the systen. It may be that instructions is-
siked by the designers froa tisie to tiae would obviate the
necessity of keeping each rater inforsied of various disad-
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Th»2re appears to be no effort to make job evaluations
for each zmnk that a rater could use for oonparlng his sub-
ordinates* perfonaanee a^^ainst a standard* It may, due to
the variety of duties that oust be perforsed by any officer^
be ispossible to BM^e a Job description that «K>uld be of
any value « Certainly, that would seen to be the critical
guestion.
A doubt arises whether the practice of using the saiae
fitness report fom for all ranks is the best solution.
This poliey Is also followed in Civil Service Efficiency
Reports, but provision is sAde for leaving certain spaces
blank, depending on the type position being graded* There
would appear to be so little relation to the traits needed
in an Adairal eoapared with those required of an Ensign that
different fitness imports would be Justified.
There is a lack of rater training. At the level being
considered, that is. Captains who are rated by Admirals
^
there should be no problem. The years of experience in ob-
serving and rating officers should make additional instruc-
tions unnecessary. However, Admirals were aj^^arently as
•onfused by ''forced distribution'^ as an/one else, if one can
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B« that as it nay, ttier^ ar« mtmj more offieera who arc not
experienced but ifust act as raters than there are exper-
lenoed raters. If all officers, whether now acting as rat-
ers or not, were better Infomied concerning the purpose of
fitness reports, they would be better able to rate othera
when that beeoMSs neeessax^.
Along tl» sane lines as discussed in the previous para*
graph Is the need to publicize the aohievevents of the rat*
lag program throughout the Navy, A better understanding of
its accosipllshnents would give greater asMUiing to each step
In the ratine px^oess,
1. It is raeoMoended that a new fltaeaa report be de*
signed which would be used for Captains and A<!talrals only*
This report could apply to all Captains and Adtelrals^ or be
Halted to Admirals and the more senior Captains^ who are
within a year or two of oonaideratlon for promotion to flag
fmnk« By limiting its applicability, the syst^a could be
isade Bsore aceurate: traits could be nore specific and the
nuiti^er rated being relatively small would permit use of a
aen^arison nethod if desired. There are probably other ad*
ditlonal ways In which accuracy could be improved. Referring
back to the section on objectives versim osrlt rating plana
m
tnmA
S 1© ©Si^ •' 'y-' :'£.¥iJiS,t: '!>•':: ;^l©«f bsp^.': v^f;rfl.-':
•ruiX« toitM tttmt ttrwranr «flrftt««ff tfr f -
in Chapter 1X1, it would seem that tbe primary objective in
this ease would be aoouracy in differentiating between of*
fleers* Other o<msideratloiis» such as aiding individual de-
velopnent, would not be a particular problea. The eystene
with the best x>ecoi*d for accuracy possibilities are the
iifelghted check list, forced-choice, paired comparison, and
rftnk>order« The systea actually seleeted would depend on
such factors as which one would be sost aeoeptable to the of-
ficers Involved as raters and ratees.
$• The second reconsendatlon is that B»re Intenalve
training of raters be undertaken , As an exaj^le of the need
in this regard, the action that sight have been helpful
when it was found that the forced distribution feature was
not working according to plan will be speculated upon. An
•aalysls of the trouble might have been isade and further In-
structions written, the offending feature ellnlnated fro«
the form, or lecture teams dispatched to Instruct raters on
a Nftvy'-wide basis, etc., etc. Instead, moat raters did not
realize that their ratings were practically useless. And
the worst part of this lack of training la that It still
persists. Under such conditions^ cos^parabllity of ratings
is largely accidental In spite of the effort expended to
develop the best possible fitness report fom,
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3« The next reoooBendation is to sake it mandatory
that each offleer (other than thoae offioers oovered by the
"pveaetee to top aanag^Mnt level" report deaoribed In the
flrat regciwindation) be ahovn hie fltnesa report or a state-
ment be required to Indicate why the rater did not consider
aueh a move to be desirable in that particular instance*
Admittedly, there are certain possible disadvantases to
showing the fitness report. For example « Halsey^ points
out that the rater may hesitate to give truthful ratings*
Boiwever, he Joins many other writers on the subject of merit
rating in recommending that as a long range policy, ratings
be siMwn to the ratee.
Oeorge D, Halsey. Making and Using Indus tibial Bor-*
vice Ratings . New York: Harper i BrothersT 19^4. pp. 117-118,
2
Nary Wortham Harper points out that the act of rating
without reviewing that rating with the rmtee is to lose much
of the value of the plan. She further mentions companies who
discuss ratings only with those whose performance is unsat-
isfactory. She feels that to overlook the positive and pleas-
ant side of giving recognition for work well done is to over^
look an easy way to build morale*
Wortham, o£, clt., p. 27.
Tiffin, in discussing the same subject, says that
the rater is more apt to rate properly if he knows that he
will have to talk over oomplsted ratings with the ratee.
Joseph Tiffin. **llerit Rating t Its Validity and
Techniques, ' Personnel Series Ho, 100, AMk, 19^. PP* 1^-23.
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Sa
4« Finally t It is ri<ci—m<i#d that further study 1m
givsn to ths fsaslbility of estsblisliiiig Job svaluations for
saoh rank. Thess Job evaluations would be an Invaluabls
aid to raters as a standard against which actual Job per-
foraanoe could be conparsd.
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THE FIRST R2C0RDID EFFICIENCY REPORT in ARCHIVKI




X ferwMpd a list or th« offloera of the 27th Regt. of
Infty. awftnged agreeable to rank. Annexed thereto you will






Alex, Danlaton - Lieut. Col., Cciadg. A good natured nan.
Clarkson, Crollns * flrat najor. A good nan, but no offloer*
Jeaae D. Vadsworth - 2d najor - an excellent officer.
Captain Chrlatlan l&artel )•
** Aaron T. Crane
BenJ. Wood
Sbotvell )• A »an of whom all unite In
a^e^klng 111« A knave de-
aplaed by all.
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kn officer of oapacity^but
IsQaniOsnt and a aan of vlo-
lent passions,
Stran^ra but little known
in the reginent*
Merely good, nothing proM*
Ising.
Low vulgar aen, with the
•xoaption of Perrln* Irish
aad froB the Meanest walks
) of life -* possessing noth*
ing of thif character of of-
ficers and geatleB»n*
) Villing enough- has »ueh to
learn - with snail capacity,
) Not Joined tiie reginent.
2nd Lieut. Nicholas Q.darner ) A good officer but drinks
hard and disgraees the ser*
vice and himself.






) An ignorant unoffending
Xrlslsaaa«
) Raised froiB the raises, ig-
norant, TUl^r and ineoppet-
ent«
) A stranger in the regiment,
) JUst Joined the regiaient «
of fine 8P9pearanoe«
} Raised from the ranks « but
) all behave well smd promise
to make excellent officer®.
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!A11 Irish, promoted frcai
tte rallies, low vulgar man,
) without any one ^lualiflea>
) tlon to reooonend them -
) aore Tit to carry the hod
than the epaulette.
) Pro0Ot«d fros the ranks
«
} Behave well and will nake
good officers.
) The very dregs of the earth.
Unfit for anything under
heaven* God only knows how
the poor thln^ got on ap<^
polntMsnt,
) Frottoted frota the x*ax^<»HBen
) of no aazmer and no pronlse*
) Fron the ranlcs. A good
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<'. ( 'I'litlil ioM iintl i-tiii'iriiiv lit" i-otiniKiiMl.
7. If ini\ >|.ci-i;il .iiitv liii> .li\..lv,.,l M| Iiini. >t;lti- its iiiiluiT, iliiil li.uv it was pcrfoniu'il.
s. Kcuiai-ks.
1^ (////yi/ f // /////r / ////// s^ /f//i/'i //// i//Affi //f/r/// /////r/f ///i ///ft f/////
ni/yjf/t/ffi/, rfjf'/ fAfU -^ //f//'f f/ j/zj/ffij/ny/Af/ ///i/f//'f /f//'/f /j/f//Afij/. r/J f//^ffr///.
. V. s. N..
0.n„hj.
N.tTK I'lulf. K.-iii irks, rff.it.i aiiv h|i,-.1iiI rfi«.rl« ninth- In ft.rorilan<-.- wltli I'nr \ UiunliilliHi Ciriuliir "^.i »tl. within lln- |M-rl.«l i.iv.-n-.l
1 I Ui ft liirlunlvr shiill 1h" cltht-r •Kxr»U«ll," "no-xl " Ti.lfnihlf. nr "Not ipmkI." aixt iinwt Im- wrltu-ii In Ihi- i>m
iM> "K<>1 k<km1." or of iMi iitiravi>r:iiih- iiiitiitv. tin- rt<H>u>iio for nm-h m
thi> oilh-cr <-on> »>n)iit, wtio shMll u- uritiiliHl a ivHM>ikiil*l«> Uiiif lo iiin'Jn




REPORT ON THE FITNESS OF OFFICERS.
(To b« submitted In accordance with Section 5 of Chapter 2, U. S. Navy Regulations, I0M-)
Report to be typewritten, except that columns and questlmi 14 need not be.
1. Rpgiilar nn<l ad<litionuI 'liitic*.
2. Official reaidcnco fhoraci ..
3. Next of kin
(RolAtlonahip.)
4. Number of dependenta ontillod to Govcmmont tranai'ortation
Give age an'l sex of oarh chiM less llian 21 yoara oM
(.^ Art. 1*5 (2). u. 8. N. H., isan.)
y PwHcipncy in forpij,'!! Ktne'iai^ps. stating which on(«. ati'I anility therein .





'ollowing to be made out by Reporting Officer:
Reporting Officer: Name -_ - , Grade U. S. N.
H, Roportint; Olliccr'e oflicial status relative to ollicor rei>ortc*l ou _-.. - -
!). F-mjdoymcnt of ship during period of this report
I). To Mhat dogn^o has he c?(hi))itpd the following qualilications? (Confddor him in comparison with others in his grade or of about the same
length of 8cr\ice.^ Indicate by marking X in ink in the appropriato rectangle. A mark below Average will be considered unfavorable.












ililil«ry manner and bearing
^eatnesa of ]>erBOU aud dreaa.
*aticncc ---






To what degree does he maintain the foUow-
Discipline of aubordinatcB .
I.o\*altv of eubordinatcp - -
Efficiency of personnel (based upon the
efTorte and results of such efforts of the
ofricer concerned)
—
Efficiency of material (based upon the
results which the ofticer concerned
has accomplished in keeping up or i





Tq niliDe oTjt tlic adjoining rolumns thr irportlog eOeer ihoiild be fulded by tfea
taiiowingac1iniUoa&:
Alwvo tlip great raajorily Superior.
Above iho majority Above averafe.
Equal to the majority - - Average.
Below the mnjority B«'lowfl»-emfe.
Below ihogri-at mnjorlly - Inferior.
Tho qiialJLies and Iho nrrrormancc of (tiity of the ofllcvr being reported on shoukl
bo considere^l In coinruiriiion with similar rharacterisUcft of aU other offloen of U»
iiatno grade aod of about the same length of sen'lcv of whom the reportlog crfDccr baa
kuowfedge.
• IQ a«wdanee with reporting offlwr's personal opluion, without rofcronoo to Modlral Officvr.
II. ( onaidering the powible re(|uirementa of the service in i»cace or war, indicate your attitude toward having this olTiccr uD'Ur your command.
Would yon—(1) Kspcciallv desire to have him'.' f2i Tie Batiafie'l to have bim? (3) Prefer not to have him? j
("An.-iw'T oiii' question «ily- If " Yes" under Clt, tho report will be considered untavorable.)





NOT TO BE USED FOR
PUBLICATION BY ORDER OF
THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIiNS
Appendix D (con»t)
1". \\liat \Y;iscIiamc)iTof m.-'iMcfi-m rriorf on Miip or ilopartmoni on \mi otitcial iii9|K>ctionr a^iotocxtracfsil availame.;
REMARKS.
ve any iiifoniiLition which mishl ln> of \iihn- to the ric|'.irimrTit iti inakjiit; xscisnmcntB to ilnly or Bclpctiona for epocial ihity. al«o any
8;>cci;vl iiifomialioii of vahic lo Iho Splortion Hoanl or r:\;munini: iloa-.! in dptprmining thia oMicfrB litnras for promotion. Incl'i.t© a
poncnil oiilliue of Ihisofficcr'a character and 9cr\ic(^' asimliratr'i :.l>ovr wwlvr apvcial heailin-rs-
THIS SPACE MUST NOT BE LEFT BLANK.
(Sto Art. 1I7(7». U.S. N. U,, VM»y\
n ofVxffT nf tlH> Nfi\-v fItmiM Iw n (ntvihic m.irinvr. Hcma<l be thnt.of rnurse, but al^onTTml deal more. II^shoiiM be. as well, a cratlo-
;*r. |.iim-iili..ii-; ici:uU\.y. .uicl 111- iiuf.^t siw t>' iH-rsoiJal honor. Uo i<hoiiUI tio( only lionble loc\|^ires.i btnL«<irclKtrly and wilh force in his
[1. I' II h.' i.i Mill !., !,! . .1 Ml I iMi, II ii.l -piiii-h. • * * Iiu Mlutuld be I 111' soul of I.Ill, imiicni.', jii.siiu-, iirmne^'i, ond charity. No
. '
.
...>...,... !. I I I
. |. v.: h.M,: ,.- i..A,Lrii,ifeV''n llio reward l..'oi.lv oiiewonl "fii|)(>i..i.il, luTn-ersely, hp should r*" "
mi* iodlstininiJidicrror rroiii'ninluc, i)i<hii:IiiI.'-~ik.v-> from iru-ompciency, and welt-
I lit« n<w()rU.< ftnd uT>i>ruv;il ormcni, 9o:>bould bi- bcjudidulaad unbcodingia lib
.i,.mi.er it, 1770.1
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS.
Aasif^i mai'ks on the acale of -LO to nil ollicci'a viiidcr 1. 2 (a>, and '^. whfii a|ipropria1e, and on the siilijccra (U>Bcril>iug jirescnt duty.
(ii\(! marks in other BulijpcO in which h<> aiipf-ars (nialiliprl for a murk of ;i or more.
Indicate the duty or tlnlies in wliich lie is at liis heat, or is most capahlc of lu'in'.t dcvcIoiJctl. hy placing "R" after the appropriate niaik.
In no cnao ^'ive a' mark of o^e^ ;' > unless he ia capalile of peri'oriniug duty oi the character naniell of the lirst order of imiwriance. commeu-
itirate \viih tiis <j;i'a<lo.
I. ("omiiiand . . -. ifi] I-xeci'.Ii\c Olhcer or execiui\o al'illty ,'" First licuicnanl '•. (n) SeamanBliip
/• 'I'aciical hantUin;: of ship ...- -I. ia< StratcLry aad tactit-a ... \b' Law () International law (eO Diplomacy
t) Military law "). in) (Icneral hoard ih\ War ("olicgc <;, Administration: m) Fleet .... lb) Navy Department












rt Design ('I') Inspection !0. ini 'I'orpctlo oilicer y^" Mining (') Deaiirn (rf^ Inspection
1. 1(0 KxpioHivcaan*! niag;'.'ine3 {b) Kxpcrimental and design .. •> Inspection i'h .Vrmor and projectiles
>\ Kxperimcntal and design - .. /i Iliapi'ction . i'2. •m Kngineorin.' reciprocating . .. . >.'" Design (n InsiK'Ction
r/i Uoilcfs ('"I Machinesho]> i:l. '«) Fnginecring. turliinos.. ib> Design in Insjieciion .. . U. (a) Engineering.
ntern.'.l comhiiBtion (6) Dcsii^u . in Inspection IJ. i,u> Kuvineering. clcctriral (fc) Iladiotelc.CTaphy
n Dceign <d] Inapection. Iti. loi Watch oilicer (ft) Division ollicer. ,. ut Moralcolticer 17. Supply Corfia:
a> (leneralBlorekeepcr. \h) ruichasing pay oilicer i- i fommiseary olHcer (r/) Pay ofHcer (shiporslation*—
(\ Accounting ofiicer l'^. ("omniiinicalioii oilicer: km Radio -ft- Signal -.. Ir) Coding UK Recruiting. .
:0. Si'hmarine ofiicer IM. A^iation: lo' Pilot . . , ift" Repair ", EnRineer.. »/. Aerology - (f) Administration
ij) Oltaorv-cr 22. Medical Coriw: \"'\ Medicine -fti Surgery ui Saiiit,iiion (f/) Dietetics
f) X-ray (/) Eye. car. noee. and throat un <ienito-urinary \h\ Diutistry - . iM. t'ivil cDginocr: (a) IHiMic works
<oiistruction (6) Design -'I. Naval Academv 2o. Profcasornf nimhcmaticB
iDut>-.i (Duly.
I
iO. liiterprcter: (a) Spanich , I'-i French (c; Cerman '/• Japanese ... yr) Italian (/) Rumiau
q) Other langiiaijM 27. Na\al allach.'- 2s. Na\al constrnclor: .«! lotialruction .... (ft) Design
c) Inspection, . 2'». Intelligence duty :iO. Any duty not listed :n. Doyou roeomraend
iiim forspecial training ( r study" ! he ^n ap]ilicant ' 1« he willing'
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APPENDIX B
REPORT ON THE FITNESS OF OFFICERS
Report to bn typewritten, except that question 12 need not be
The folloiring four question* to be made out by the oOicer reported on:
,




Station IVriiid rnun to
1. li.-KiiliU ill..! :ul.li(i..i.i.l .Inli.-s
'i. I'siiml rfsidcocu (lionu-)
3. rroncioni-y in fiin-ic" laiiKiiacis. slalinK wliicli
4. My prcfort'iicc fur next duty is:
(a) S>» Fleet
(b) Shore Location .
Executive Ability
9. ITus 111.- wi.rk .>t lliis udicir Ik.t. rrpiirti-.! on eilliir in a c.nnni.-ndalory way or aduTsilj during llic |»rio.l of ll.is rerKjrlf It «., stale
the (iubstunee of the re|>ort.
10. Considering the iKjasihle rec|nirenien(s of the servie.' in peace or war, indicate yonr attitude toward having this officer under your com-
mand. Would you— U) Specially de.sire to have him? ... (J) lie satialied to have hiiu? (3) I'refcr not to have
him?
11. Has he any wcaknc.^iscs— mental, moral, i)h>.-^ieal, etc. -which ailver^ly affe.-t his elheieney? (If ' Yec." give details.)
97
Following to he made out by Reporting Officer: }
I
5. Reporting Officer: Name , Rank ., U. S. N.
6. Ri*ix>rtiiiK (Mlinr's otiirial status Miitivi- t.> otliiir npurt.-.l on
7. Eiiii>loymeut of Nliip diiriiiK r>i'''ii«l of this n-jmrt . -. . -. _._
8. A*siRii iimrks on .scali- of 0-4 in "Exccutiv*' Al>ilily" anti on ilntii's iHTfonncd diiririK the i>eriu(I of this report; ttl^>, iD<si|tn uiaft.s on
other |>roression:il «pmlilieatiuiis on which ohsorwntinn has Ix-en sullieienl to justify inurkinK. (Duties and «|iialifica1i«)na (o l>e listed,
followed by assigned marks—a iiuirk of 2.0 or less must be ri-fcrrcd lo the ofTiccr reported upon.)
7T TTrfEfST^;
Appendix E (con»t)
. ilirallilH- H.1I I. ....
I I I I
11)1
I I I I
IHHianr IWarMR
NnHmtm at I'mwi *n4
Aplilmk- fw S.r.
"irit.li bu ill n-«ii«| Ut Ibr MtliivrL IIaiIiik .Ltirl..) hi,
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(TO BS DSBD ONLY rOB OmCEKS ON 8HOBB DUTY)
REPORT ON THE FITNESS OF OFFICERS
(TobesobmittadlDocvorcJiuioo wIlhBcctiooSofCtiaptcrZ. U.S. Nuvy Bceulatiom. UOO)
The foUowing four guettionM to be made out by the officer reported on:
,
Bank U. H K.
(Sunuifncam)
Station Period from to .
1. Regular and additional diiticn .
2. Usual residence (home) - -. -
(AutliorKy tor nrhiiiDTP In usail n-sl.lcn<v mu« he S»<eurc«l from tho lluivuu ot Niulpitlon: AD ndtlrrM rppnritxl on llils form will n-rt cuuMtliria
sucli :> chjugD. Soc Arl. Vii U), U. S. N. &.. 1V20.)
3. Proficiency in foreign languages, stating which ones, and ability then-iii
4. My preference for next duty is:
^
I
(a) Sea - Hcet t
t
(6) Shore - Location _ ?
FoUowing to be made out by Reporting Officer:
5. Reporting Officer: Name , Rnnk , IT. S. N-
6. Reporting OflSccr's ofRcial status relaltvr to ofTircr rciMirti-d on . _
jV^gn marks on scale of 0- i in "Executive Ability" and on duties pi-rformcd duriiiR the [K-riod of this ri-port; also, assign marks on
other professional qualilications on which ub-icrvation has l>ceu stitlirient t« justify iiuirking. (Duties and (jualifications to be listed,
followed by assigned marks—a luark of 2.0 or less must be referred to the officer reported uixjn.)
Executive Ability _
9. Uaa the work of this officer been rei>orted on either in a comnicndatury way or advcrse!\- during the [K-riod of this rei>ort? If so, state
the substance of the report.
10. Considering the possible requirements of the service in peace or war, indicate your altitude toward having this olTicer under your com-
mand. Would you—(.1) Especially desire to have him? — (2) lie satisfied to have liim? (3J Prefer not to luivo
him?




IX T« what <tasra* hM h» nhlhlttri IW fanowiac
emrb itlviainn. Coiiatdcr only llir drriniUon liabr
(IfDnitl-n U liM-I >illalflr, i>lan< n chnrk niark al
line will be oaaeiilciad a* an uliaatirfartttrt IuhIb'
•Mil line aliirh awural^ly Ilia In n>KaH lo Ih* aulijert. Ravlni darMad .
lla- unuilna al-'n* l|j„, Ui whirl, (he |,er>.>n lieinR m/«rli«l i> entitled The an
.
(> tl>e It-n Arheek (otlie riclltot theduubieie
iBtclltffraca J I L_ I
j_ I i_ J
I.J. J l_
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
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NAVPERS 510 (Kev. S-45)
REPORT ON THE FITNESS OF OFFICERS
(To 1k> MilmiitUd in acc.rdancc with Sicti-
(lirfore makiug out this report rvuJ latest liurc;iii of Naviil V
f NavAl Pcnonni-I Maif t'liai.l.T 3. V. S, N;ivy Rcglllat ic.ns, 1<)20_ aud liiiri:.
Artii-li- r-IOO(i)
1 tirt-ular letter ou the subject of fitucss report*)












2. Pi'esent address of^
(Sinti> wntch dutl"«, botK deck and t
wife (if married)
next of kin (if unmarried) .
Artcr earh duty i enthcals namber of months this roportlnc t
-fil Personnel may
3. Proficiency in foreign lanpuajfes, stating which ones, and ability therein
4. My prcfci'cnce for next duty is
—
(o) Sea Fleet
(b) Shore _ Locatior.
Folloicing to be made out by Reporting Officer:
5. Reporting Officer: Name
6. Rrportiiiff oflicer's nn'icial ;:tatus relative to ofTicer reported t




8. Assrirn marks on scale of 0-4 in appiopriate suhdivisions k'
sutUcient to justify markinfr.
iSlnir olh'-' ri> lo W m.-irkcd with ro«p.'it to miiiin-.! du
Present assignment Aliility to coiiiinuiul
In administration ._ Shiji liandling
enlx'low, and any other qualification on which observation has t>een
lu >. -. Mark b.low 2." cHiii^tHulff jin iiimitiffn.-tory ri-iKirt)
As executive or division officer As deck wateh officer
?. Has the work of this o'Ticer been reported on eitlier in a cnmmendatoiy way or adversely during the period of this report? If so,
state the subject, reference numbers, and substance of rcjiort. Clip copy to report. Comply with U. S. Navy Regulations,
article 137 (11) with respect to conmicndalory reports. Any adveriie comment constitutes an unsatisfactory report.
(1) Particularly desire to have him? (2) Be pleased to have him? (3) Be satisfied to have him?





12. To wbftt drgrae baa be exhibited the- roUuwiu? qualities? (See ti.sii
subject &r Stnesa reports )




(With r«r«r«n(v to dis-
crimiriAMniE pertuption b/
whii;fa the valuer and re-




KMircrfulneu ; aMIIty and
lnLel1i?vne« to act OS own
respoDAlbiU^.)
Force
(With rvfemm to nwral
povtT [>oM«aMd aad ex-
erted Ia prmiiylBg ro-
BOltS.)
Lcadcrnhip
(With rcfrrvnce to the fac-





(With referenoa to that
DientAl quality which i-n-
pels one to cnrry out th«
dir*£tes of hit conicionco
and convleUoiis fearie&aly.)
Cooperation
(Wllh refcnn.« to Uie fno-
wltr of workltiir haiTnonl-




giance, eoiidtarnry — all
Wiih refort'n.^ to a rauw
and to higher authority.)
reraeverance
(With rcKrence to mmn-
tenance of puriKiM: or un-






tirelr in n lo}.-ienl lunn-
ner in dirfloJt and un-
foreseen situatioDtu)
Endnrance
(With rifvi-,.'ro to 4ibility
mns ud ail conditlona.)
Industry
(With refervnco to per-
fonnanc« of duties In an
rncrsetic manner.)
unitary bearing and neat-
neaa of person and dreeB_





.J \ \ \.
UtJEUiUly
litf eituati'^nA and rvach-
Id; auijnU dwdtlons.
thin:;. ttLin. u\i.l do thiiufi
vithoiit waitiiitc tu W told
and iuatructod.
SCroii2. dynamic
_ l I !








Abl. (.< i.Iun mi.l
A very Kood Uadier.
Worko ir hurraony with
_U:--UJ-A hlifh aett-^ of loyalty.
Conrtaat In purpoM.
c-n*'"tial am'iunt of phy-








Fair jud -inent in normal
Bod routine thin^.
Il l i





I g I I I I
Caiialili: t>f [M rrumiiri^ ri>u- Ui Require* (\inatiint Kuiilaoea
iltir Jutivd un uwn ri'«i>on- q£ and niparrlaioa in Ua
aibillty- work, or avacka reapooiA-
>< blUUea.
M
_ J \__\ L ^









> ba dlaeottoaiFairly loeiral in hiV xctiona O indlnad to
-^-,11 I ^ L I ior norau* ABduranea. U Lcaa than DOroM.
Fair.
~1^.inlUtarr and notldr.
13. In ootnparison with other ofScera of his rank and approximate length of service, how wsuld you designate this oOeer? Ootatend-
ing — Excelleat Vbove avcrafio _ Average Bulon average
REMARKS
14. Is this officer professionally cnulified to perform ALL the duties of his grade? Yes No If defleient in any pM»-
tknUr, comment is reqaired. Give in this space a clear, concise estimate of this officer's personal and military character, hla
fltaess for promotion, and duty performed worthy of special mention, and any information which might be of value to the
Department in making assignments to duty. A check opposite "No," except for inexperienced Ensigns, or a statement that
performance of duty is clearly unsatisfactory constitutes an unsatisfactory report A statement of minor deficiencies either in
**«~^^' or performance of dutiea constitutes an unfavorable report (THIS SPACE IS NOT TO BE LEFT BLANK.)
Ifi. An unaotis/octorv report must have statement of officer reported on attached; an unfavorable report requires that officer reported
on has been informed of his deficiencies either verbally or in writing. Has this been done? ^Vhat improvement, if any,
has been noted? ,. .. , ,








The attached revised OfTicrr's Fitness Report is to be used in
place of the old forms, NAVPERS 310 and 311.
This form serves the following purposes
:
1. It serves as a report of hmess for all officers both afloat
and on shore.
2. The first carbon
—
(I'.ige 2)—keeps up to dale in Buyers
the Olhcer's Qualihcations Questionnaire, which pnv
vides the Bureau wuh mlormation covering each officer s
previous experience and qu.ililications for various types
of duty.





dianges m the olhcci'i k)ualilications and is to be hied in
the Officers Qualilication Record Jacket as an aid to
Commanding Oincers and Personnel Oliiceis m a.ssign-
ing him properly.
This form is to be submitted semi-ar)nuallv for all officers and
in all cases of permanent detachment of either the officer or re-
porting senior. Special reports of htne.ss on an olhcer, on the
prescribed form, shallbe made whenever the officer reported on:
(a) Distinguishes himself in battle.
(b) Performs an outstanding act of valor or devotion to duty.
(c) Displays extraordinary courage, ability, or resource in
time of peril or great responsibility.
(d) Is guilty of serious misconduct or marked inefficiency.
A typewriter is to be used when at all possib'e in filling out
Seaions 1 through 6. Since %' .' of all fitness reports ri-cei\ed
in BuPers are typed, the form his been constructed for tiiat
tj-pe of preparation. C.ire should be exercised that the carbon
copies are legible if a tjpewritcr is not used.
INSTRUCTIONS TOR Rl.rORl'lNG OFFICES
In deciding on promotions of officers. Selection Boards must,
in effect, compare an officer with others of the same rank rather
than with more arbitrary standards. You will note that in Sec-
tion 7 and subsequent sections you are asked to tio just lh.it —
compare eadi officer with all others of the .same rank and corps
whose professional abilities are known to you personally. Please
note that the officer is not to be compared only with the others
of his rank now under your comm.md. For this reason, it is
important to indicate in Section ^b how many officers are
included in the group you use for comparison.
In making this comparison, keep in mind that the grovip of
officers whose professional abilities are known to you personal-
ly (or any other group of people) will fall into a normal dis-
tribution when gr.idi-d on .mv trait or factor— th.n is. there
will be a siiijU nuinbir at the lower end, a larger group in the
middle, and a .small group at the top. Witli this curve in mind,
compare the officer with the group and mark him on each factor
in Section 7 as falling in one of the five brackets— the li
10/r, the next 20'/i; the middle W^i; the next lO'/'o or tin
10'/(t. Do not hesitate to mark "not observed" on any fa
whicli you think not applicable to the duty m which you I
observed the officer or in which your observation has been
limited to warrant judgment.
Wo entrv whicli is made in Section 7 will be considered an
satisfactory report. Only adverse comment in Sectii^n 6
entries so designated in Sections 8, 9, 11, and 12 will b
considered.
An unsatisfactory report must be referred to the officer re[
ed on for his statement whicli is to be attached to the repoi
fitness. In any case open to question as to what constitute
entrv of an unfavorable or uns.itisfactory nature the officer
alvvavs be given the benefit of having seen the report. (
Articles 1701 and 1405 Navy Regulations, and BuPers Mai
Article B-2202.
The Bureau desires that reporting seniors make every effoi
show each fitness report to the officer reported upon ant
disai.ss it with him, in so far as practicable. In this connec
ple.ise note the instructions in Section 12 which provide
statements of a constructive nature which refer to minor im
fections or lack of qualifications do not constitute an uns.
factorv report. On every report of fitness, the reporting se
will indicate under Section 12 whether the officer reportec
has or has not seen the report.
The reporting senior will sign all three pages of the repot
the lower right han^l corner, or will sign the original and dt
nate a commi.ssioned officer, preferably senior to the off
reported on, to authenticate Pages 2 and 3 in lower right h
corner. The officer reported on may sign and retain Pag
inserting same m his qualification jacket, if he is geographic
detached from the reporting senior.
The Officer's Fitness Report (Page 1 ) and the Officer's Qt
ficaiion Report—BuPeis Copy
—
(Page 2) are to be forwar





(Page 3) is to be detached and file<
the Officer's Qualification Record Jacket.
Fitness Reports are to be submitted promptly and their prep
tion is one of the most important and responsible dutie'
su[)erior officers. Failure to prepare them objectivelv is dt
mental to the efficiency of the Navy. If not submitted proi
ly, the rights of the officer reported on may be prejudiced,
fitness of an officer for the service with respect to promoi
and assignment to duty is determined by his record.
INSTRUrniONS FOR OFFICER REPORTED O:
It is your responsibility to fill out Sections 1 through 5 of
f.Min ,;>.! t.i .i,;n all sheets in the lower lef'-h^: d ••orner. 5
mit the fi>nn to yvxir reporting senior at the times specific*
the General Instructions above, d.se a typewTtler, if at all
|
sible— if not, use ink, but be sure that all copies are legibh
NOTE- For con*rniemf ihvrr if printed on the back of these instructinn< a work sheet which may he useti as a draft In preparing the





UAD CAmfUUY TH€ INSTKUCTIONS ON TH£ RBVERSS SIDE
> CLAMIFICATIOM Fin
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REPORT ON THE FITNESS OF OFFICERS
Date submitted
THE GvFICER REi'QRTKD ON WILL FILL IN THE FIRST FIVE SECTIONS:
1. Name (Last) (First) iMUi.ii.i Grade USN (R) Designator File No
2. Ship or Statu Date Reported Present Dutv Station







of onuvr Rifrular . rent Special -
1. lacKr.AR AND AuoiTioxAL Drii::s. List M ilaties assisne.]. including wiitches. LUt courses v£ stu.lj or instruction carried on. After each item Inatrt
in parentheses number of months this reportinc period.
G. ritoFiciK.xcv IN i'ouEicN LANCi/.cts. Stati: Which O.vsg and Abilifv Tin j
of otRcrr reported on)
FOLLOWING TO BE FILLED IN BY THE KEPOKTING OFFICER:
6. EMPLOYMtNT OF COMMAND DURING PLIMOD OF TUIS REl'OSr
Rekekence il:;:.E and Append Copy of Any Commlndable or Ad\'ERse Reports on This Officer Received Dlhing tue Period op This Report
S. PkrFi>rmance. Assij-n marks on a scale
of to 4.0 on the appropriate iiUJili'icatioMs
listed, an-1 on any olher si(EniIica,nt quali-
fication, on which obsei'valion has been suf-
ficient to justify markiner. "Phesent As-
signment" mu;^t always be marked where
p.ny other maiks or <'omnii.-nts relative lo
perforniaivce are made. A mark below 2.5
constitutes an adverse entry.





9. CONSIDICRINC THE POSSIRLE REQUIRE-
MENTS of War, Indicate Yji'r Atiitupe
Towakd Having Tins Officer Under Yolk
Com iiAND. Would You
De Pleased Be Satisfied




10. In Comparison With Other Officers
OF Hts Grade and Approximate Length of
Service. How Would You Designate This
Officer? Outstanding _ Excellent _ Average
_
11. Comments. Give in this s;iace a concise appraisal of the officer reported on. Con^nient on his fitness for promotion and on any outstandinat character-
istics of y:iiae to the nnval service, including superior ability to command and outstaniiir.:; qunlificnlions in any field such as administration, planning,
logistics, eli-'Clronics. new weapor?. or "new developments. Comment on observed skill in dealin.'^ with the public in personal or official contacts. Any
mental, moral, or physical weaknoses which mijiht affect his etficiency. or failure to meet ouolifications normally expected of an officer of hi« ^rade and
de:>:i;nat)0n should be indicjiied. Any adverse entry made in any part of the report must be explained in this paragraph. TkU apace viuat not be left blaiUc.
12. Name, Grade, and Filb Nuubci «r ICcriMcriNO OFncEn. OrnciAL Status Relative to Officer Reported on.
105
/ ,> 4 t
Appendix I (con»t)
18. To What Decree has the OmcEB Reported on Exhibited the Tollowivc Quauties?
<») INTELLIGENCE




(With reference to a discriminatinfir
perception by which the values and
relations of things are mentally as-
serted. >
(c) INITIATIVE
(With reference to constructive think-
ins and resourcefulness: ability and
intelligence to act on own responsi-
bility.)
(d> FORCE
(With reference to moral pcv,'e
Beased and ejierted in pioiiuclr
suits.)
(e) LEADERSHir
(With reference to the faculty of di-
recting, controlIinR, and influencinc
others in definite lines of action and
of maintaining discipline.)
(f) MORAL COURAGE
(With reference to thnt mental quality
which impels one to carry out the dic-
tates of his conscience and convictions
fearlessly.)
(g) COOPERATION
(With reference to the faculty of
working harmoniously with others to-





constancy—all with reference to a
cause and to higher authority.)
(i) PERSEVERANCE
( With reference to maintenance of
purpose or undertaking in spite of
obstacles or discouragement.)
(J) REACTION IN EMERGENCIES
(With reference to the faculty of cct-
ing instinctively in a logical manner
in difficult and unforeseen situations.
)
(k) ENDURANCE
(With reference to ability for carry-
ing on under any and alt conditions.)
(!) INDUSTRY
(With reference to performance of




(With reference to dicnity of de-





Unusually keen in estimat-
ing situations and reach-
ing sound decisions.
Cxcci^llonai in aljility to
thinh. plan, and do lhini-'<
without waiting Lo be loid
and instructed.
Strong, dynamic.
Insoi". s ...h.is to a hi^h
degree by precept and v-x-




working with others to a
common end.
Unswerving in allegiance:




and logical in his actions
under all conditions.
Capable of standing an cx-
cepliojial amount of physi-
cal hardship and strain.
EXCELLENT
Grasps essentials of a sit-
uation quickly.
Can gene.idly l-^ d*-i»*-n<i
on to nuiM- pr.M,or do
Able to plan and execute
nu^sion^^ <iti his own re-
sponMbiliiy.
ery yood Kiider.
Courageous to a high de-
gree.
Works in harmony with
others.
A high sense of loyalty.
Constant in purpose.
Gimposed and loj»ical in
his r.clions in dlflicult sit-
uations.
Can perform well his du-
ties under trying condi-
tions.
Very good.
Fair jiidpmont in normal ^
Capable of performing ^
routine dulics on own re-
sponaibility. ^







Reasonably faithful in the
execution of his duty.
Fairly steady.
Fairly logical in bis ae<
tionn in general.
Of normal enduranci
14. A report cor.l.iinin
be attache*! to thi.'
reported on eithur i
: n-.vorje maltr-r mu
repurt. Slntcn^enls
rally or in writing.
be refi-rrcd to the officer reported on for Ftatemcnt pursuant to r
tf minor dcficicncici either In character or performance of duties i
rticle 17ni (H) USNR. Hi? Ftatrmon* shoi.
nut be brought to the attentit-n of tbc ottu
Has This Been Done 7 _ What Improvement, If Any. Has Been Noted?
•. S. MVHNHCNT r 00-18—63843-1





(Revised 7-50) OFFICER FITNESS REPORT
U. S. MARINE CORPS







3. Primary MOS Additional MOS's
4. Occasion for report (check appropriate box) :
Annual Q Detachment of officer D Cliange of report- Q Concurrent
reported on ing senior report
D Special (Explain on line
below)
5. Period covered: From to _ Months
6. Periods of nonavailability (30 days or more) (Explain)
7. Duty assignments during period covered: Regular (Dates, descriptive title, and duty MOS) ...
Additional (Descriptive title and number of months)
8. Officer's preference for next assignment (1st choice)
(Id choice) _ (Sd choice)
9. Name of reporting senior .
10. Duty assignment
Grade US..
SECTION B (To be completed by reporting senior)
11. Recommendations for officer's next duty assignment:
12. During the period covered by this report:
(a) Has the work of this officer been reported on in a eom-
mendator.v wa.v?
(6) Has the work of this officcE been reported adversely?
(c) Was he the subject of any discipHnary action tliat shoulil





// Yes in (a), (6), or (c), and a report has NOT been
siibrnittai to the CMC, attach separate statcimrit of
nature and attendant circumstances. If a report has
hvni submitted to the CMC, reference such report bcfow:
13. Entries on this report arc based on {Check appropriate box):
D Daily contact and close D Frcfincitt observations









SECTION C (To be completed by reporting senior)
DIRECTIONS
1. This section cnntains 27 dements on which the officer is to he rated. For each element five levels of performance are defined by «-
amplcs. The examples do not cover every possible type of behavior for the element to be rated, but are typical examples of peiformaorc
at the various levels. v
2. Read and consider all five levels of performance which are defined for each element. Determine which level most properly dewHbc*
the officer, ami record an "X" in the box above tlie selected example. Mark the "unknown" box whenever you have insufficient Infor-
mation to make an evaluation.
3. Follow this procedure until you have recorded a mark for each of the 27 elements.
I. PROFICIENCY IN HANDLING ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS
I. UNDERSTANDING INSTBUCTIONS:an D
I'Dknon-n Misun<lfrstands iDstructioDS. Is slow to grasp iDstruclioos. Understands instruclions




2. SCHEDULING WORK:an n d d
Unknown Schedules work so poorly Makes inelTcotive allocations Schedules work so as to cover Schedules work so well that
thnt the activities of others of lime andeUort. the Importact phases of all phases of assignmeots are
are himlered. assignments. covered.
Distributes time and effort
so that all phase-s of aasifD-
monts are covered in a par-
ticularly efficient manoar.
3. CHECKING ACCURACY OF WORK:
a D n
Overloots oniymlnorerrors.
I. WRITING LETTERS AND REPORTS:
Inknown Writes acceptable letters or
reports only after receiving
suggestions for extensive
revision.
Writes acceptable letters or
reports.
Writes letters or reports
which are clear and well
expressed.
Writes superior letters or
reports on dlfflcolt subjects.
5. GETTING COOPERATION:
n
Unknown Antngi)ni/es in:iny of those
whose support is essential.
Makes little attempt to get
cooperation.
Enlists cooperation in Im-
portant phases of his work
from those concerned.
Enlists cooperation in all
phases of his work by deal-
ins tactfully with those con-
cerne<l.
Gets the full and active
support of all concerned





ikno^n Presents work in such dis-
orKaniied form that it gives
almost no basis for iiction.
n
Presents work in such form
that it give* incomplete
basis for action.
Presents work in such form
that necessary action is
flpfirly indicated.
Presents wort so organleed
that action can be taken
quickly and with confldenoe.
II. PROFICIENCY IN SUPERVISING PERSONNEL
7. DELEGATING AUTHORITY;
n D
Unknown Ilcsjtates to delegate
necessary authority
Makes overlapping or vague
delegation of authority.
Delegates authority to obtain
adequate eOiciency.
Delegates authority so well
that efHclency is assured.
Makes clear-cut delegations
of authority resulting in
mailmum efficiency.
8. GIVING ORDERS AND INSTRUCTIONS:
D a
Creates resentment by the
arbitrary manner In which
he pives orders.
Obtains submission to orders






by considering the self-respect
of subordinates when giving
orilers.
Inspires enthusiastic coop-
eration by the use of tact lo
giving orders.
9. SUPPORTING ACTIONS OF SURORDINATES:
D
Unknown Disclaims responsibility for
subordinates' actions taken
under the authority he has
delegated to them.
Doe? not support actions
tnken under authority that
he has delegated to sub-
ordinates.
Backs up actions taken under
si)ecific authority delegated
to subordinates.
Backs up actions taken under
general authority delegated
to subordinates.
Takes responsibility for sub-





Unknown Neglects to <levelop cooper-
ation and teamwork among




tion and teamwork among
his sul)ordinates.
Develops good teamwork
which results In an effective
organization.
Develops outstanding team-









Fails to malDliiin (]iscip](De
and the resppct due aD officer
in his positioD because of
undue familiarity with sub-
ordinates.
D
MaiDtaics discipline and the
respect due nn ofTioer in his
position niih difliculty be-




loss of diwlpline or ihe
respect due his iioisition.
D
Associates with subordinates
in a manner which insures
Ihe respect due hini iis a
su fieri or officer.
D
Attains a htKh tevH nf dl»
clpline and resiMct rrom «!»-
ordinnles (hrouxh his
friendly hut dlKnltod con-
duct toward th«m.
III. PROFICIENCY IN PLANNING AND DIRECTING ACTION
12. SOLMNG PROBLEMS:
D
roknowo Falls to solve |>roblems con




to problems he cnulil reason-
ably bee'cpectc<l to bundle
successfully.
Solves day-to-day problems
by making use of existing
resources.
D
Solves difficult problems by
making n<liiptutions of exLst-
ing resourced.
Solves very unusual prob-
lems by ingenious procedure*.
13. PREPARING PLANS:
D










plans based on a thorough
analysis of all factors.
It. TAKING PROMPT ACTION:
D D
Usually takes necessary ac-
tion with a minimum ot delay.
Consistently takes prompt Takes prompt action in un-
set ion to meet established needs, u^ual or complicated situa-
tions.
15. MAKING CORRECT DEOSIONS:
a D
Unknown Frequently makes unsound
or questionable decisions.
Usually makes adequate
decisions based on reasonable
interpretation of facts.
Usually makes good decisions
showing sound evaluations of
ail the factors involved.
D
Makes excellent deci-slons
which exactly fit all the
factors involved.
16. MAKING FORCEFUL EFFORTS:
a G
Exhibits little vigor and force
in his eHorts to achieve
objectives.
Usually vigorous and forceful
in his efforts to achieve
objectives.
Pursues objectives of the or-
ganiAalicn with vigor and
force.
Makes extremely vigorous




Unknown Delays operations because of
slowness io absorbing facts.
Achieves pood results because
of capacity lo learn involved
materials rapidly.
Achieves exceptional results
because of his unusual
ability to learn.
IV. ACCEPTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
18. CARRYING OUT ORDERS AND DIRECTIVES:
Unknown Frequently delays compliani^e
with orders and directives.
Carries out orders and
directives without undue
delay.
Carries out orders and
directives promptly.
Carries out promptly and
elTectively the spirit and
intent of orders and
directives.
19. COOPERATING WITH ASSOCIATES:
D D
Unknown Cooperates grudgint;ly with Gives assistance to associates
when requested to do so.
D
Cooperates willingly with
associates when called upon.
Voluntarily assists iVvsociatcs
when help is required.
Is alert to olTer nssi'^lance to
associates when lu'lp is
needed.
20. ATTENDING TO DUTY:
D
Unknown Requires constant supervi-
sion to keep his attention
on his assigneil dniif5.
Works just li;ird enough to
get by.
Works hard and willingly to
achieve objectives.
Docs extra work voluntarily
In or<lcr to achieve
objectives.











Inspire n hif^h dcifroc of
Cofififlenc)*.




Reduces his clDciency or dis-
crc<Iits the service by noncou-
forniiince to -tccvpted stand-
,;rd.-; i>f iiersonil conduct.
cHlciency Iwtausc of occasional
laxity in his personal conduct.
Follows itNv(.r.i''Ie staudnrds
in his ften-utiul conduct.




mrvio* lijr miiiitnininit excel)'
"vhii-li -: ii,.|,r.l3 0(
|i(. 'I.
23. HANDUNG PUBLIC RELATIONS:
Unknown Handles public relations in Overlnnks oppttftnnliics
further good public rcl ii
a
Id hnndltn!! public relations
usuntly creates a fuvorablo
iniprc^^ion.
Is ilcrt to opportunities to
further good I'liblic relations.
D
Creates opportunities lo





V. PROFICIENCY IN DUTY ASSIGNMENTS
24. APPLYING TRAINING AND INPOBMATION:
D D
Unknown Make.* serious mistakes In Makes accepliiMe nppllmtion
opplyinR fundamontals of of his Irnlnint!: ami Information
his training. only to routine problems.
Makes ncoeplaiile application
of his tniininK and luforinution
to most problems.
Makes skilled application of
his tralninK and information
to most problems.
Demonstrates an unusually
high deicree of skill in apply-
intr his trnlnlnK and Infurma-





ofTered him to Improve his
elTectlvcness.
n
Makes limft<»d rlTort to
Improve his clT<M.-Uveness.
Actively seeks out opportu-
nities to improve bis
elTectiveness.
26. PROFICIENCY IN REGULAR DUTIES:
D D
Unknown Performs Inndennatcly fn Performs adequately in routine
many pha^s of his rcKuliir phuses of his reintlar duties,
duties.
Performs ruloquntely in dealinR
with nfl problems encountered
In his re<cular duties.
n
Perform.^ rxrcllently In all
phases of his regular duties.
Does exceptional work even
In the most dlfBcult phases
of his regular duties.
27. PROFICIENCY IN ADDITIONAL DUTIES:
n n n
Unknown Performs Inadequately In Performs ndetiimt^-ly in mut ine Performs adequaK-Iy in deallnR
many phases of nls additional pha.ses of his additionnl dulifs. with all problems encountered
dutie.s. in his additional duties.
D
Performs exccllontty In all
phases of bis additional duties
Does exceptional work even
in the most difTlcult phases oi
his additional duties.
SECTION D {To be used by reporting senior^ wheri appropriate)
Record here any comments necessary to clarify specific ratings made in Section C
SECTION E (To be compkted by reporting senior)
I CERTIFY that to the best of my knowledge and belief all entries made hereon are true and without prejudioe or partiality.
(Signature of reporting senior)
SECTION F (To be completed by officer reported on)
I have seen this completed report:
Q I have no statement to make.
(Cheek one)
n I have attached a statement.
(SIgnstuifi of ofDoer reported on) (Due)
SECTION G (To be completed by reviewing officer)
Name of reviewing officer.
Duty assignment _ _
Grade.. USMC.
Initials






THE LHiEf Olr NAVAL OPtftATieKS
Oli
AFFEXDIX K
ennr ahb narr cuut pcttv ovncoi
EVALUATIOM tHOT
IU>K»-I» «!'-•
RnoO OF CftSERVATION OOVQED
TO









Gropes along when In
Grasps main points ot
most Instructions. Hesi-


















lems rapidly. Solve* a
few of the more difficult
problems.
Solves moat problems.
and often soIvm vary
difficult problem*.
Solves any |li JiIm
rapidly.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
ABILITY TO PLAN AND
ORGANIZE WORK
Work bowa no organl-
KiHofi or plonnlOQ.
Can think ol only one
Job at a time.
With occasional help
in planning, work Is
orderly.





1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
DJDUSTKY LoTT. hldss out. "oold
bricksl", clock watcher.
Often loafs on the fob
or wastes time, occa-
lonaUy ducks out or
avoids extra work.
Usually on the )ob,
does his share, resents
doing other's work.
Does more than his




thusiastic, fuU of p*p-
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
REUABIUTY: INCLlrfSlNG
RESPONSIBIUTY
Utterly unrellabU, Needs to be watched.
often gets out at him.



















More than sxifficienl for
present rate, ready for
advancement.
Has more thon eiwugh
to serve as L D. O. or
W. O.
1




Never uses what tech-
nical knowledge he
has.
Often miEsoa a chance
to put his technical
knowledge into use.
Uses lechiucal knowl-
edge only In routine
situations.
Makes good use of
general principles in
most situations.
Makes moximum use of
technical knowledge in
all situations.








Accepts but does not
eeek opportunities lo
learn.





1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING Just cannot get along
with people.
Doesn't understand a
lot of his associates,
not very ^ell liked.






\nq of fellow men. la
Uked by everyone.
























Seldom has an idea.










cut ideas, goes ahead
on his own, exhibits
foresight.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

















1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
ABILITY TO BUILD OR
MAINTAIN HIGH MORALE
Destroys morale, cre-
ates confusion and dls-
oonlenL
Allows spirit to fall off.
Men qripo and disre-
gard nis instructions.







is an outstanding all-
round leader.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
EXEMPLARY CONDUCT Leads others inio
trouble, a continual
disciplinary problem.
Often in trouble, a




Sets a good example,
observes regulations,
maintains good record.
Sets an excellent ex-
ample of conduct lor
aU men.
1 1 1 ! 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1
PERSEVERANCE Readily abandons or
evades any but the
most simple fc^js.







Never gives up, r^
gardless oi dlfflcxilty or
oomplazlty of assign-
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1






ance on teheduied in-
spections.
Clean cut neat good
pcatuTB.
Wean uniform with
great prkia. line mlll-
tory baorlng.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l_ 1 1 1
lUME (£<uO (FbH) iMUdU) RATE AND RATING SEUVKENa




INSTRUCTIONS. Kviiliialt'm shouti! n''M)p lta!t(_'<l -.ip^n cmrr:*! •mprf^HKioni; it -hnuldti'' l>n«<'(l iii^tn srl<:n1. ohnrrvcd f
li.Tr«-fm;!riCc. The nrnrk k-v. ., ^i. one trail should nol intluintv Hit- ni^nk
.
iv«n in .-inothcr trait. r
M-n --m l)p rapfcUHl to vary in strrnk'th fr.tm one trait to ain.th<T. Complitc and tar-ful I
obstTvation should support a mnrk in each one of the nxU-cn listed trails. I
T!ic foltowintr ii* :i ^1^ r* ' ^ 'l-r> procidun- fr.r ur-iiiK this form:
1. C.i.st.UT ft..- Iir>t tr::it listed in the U f t column.
2. Ur-ad the di^cripiivi- plira-m Hsii-d lo ihc ri^ht of llic trait, •
3. Di'iido which of th(^f dt^criplivi- phram s l.csl dt srrihrs ihp individual.
4. Mark the individual in om- of tlu» hoxi-s uiuIt thi- most rittinc •Ir.M-riptivp phrasr. / ^
a. Thi'M* boxt-s 'un frcni the h^ast favtirablc at the h-fi, to thi- irnwt favorabU- at the right.
0. iti'pr-at this sami' prnccdurc for i.'acii of the listed traiin. In-ciiini: In mind th;»t 4-ath trait should be con:*;d(Trd
.• p:\r:iu'ly. and lliat the mark in one trait .iioiid) rot infhienor li.e marl; in another truil. Also keep in mind
'.!i;i! the majority of personnel can be exncrhd In fit into the mi<h!le or average eatcynry.
C. Xow in the space indicated in the hiwcr half of the baek pa^c, make a t>rief comment describing any ceneral
Imprc'-iens you have of iho individual; indirate the degree to which you feel the individual i« qualified for
onic<r statiis; indieati.- your recommendation rciiarfijiiB reentistnient. If this recommendation is nesativc,
include reason<i in comments. If the individual has outstanding ability In some technical specialty so state and
identify the specialty.
\'
a-(/.i-.-k,ui....i .. ; r-,n_.u ilft r-Ji HH.U..,; >.^OUJ ^0R PKUMOTION 10
i .J JIOKE L..I FAIR ! ! cooo I 1 FXCELLENT ' 1 OUTST1NOINC 1 cpo 1 ) wo [..1 l-DO
n -1 1 m; v"tp frfi. :, I4>:..l, (
yes D,RECOMMCNDED FOR REENLISTMENT
rfCLflllON or ULrORriNG OH ICER
i










SANPLB nOEGBFT CONVnmiO A SKLBCTIOK BOARD
APPOINTED TO SELECT LINE OPFICERS FOR PROMOTIOll
TO SXAR ADMIRAL
ProBs The Secretary of the Havy
Tot Adairal
Subjt Precept convening a selection board for the re-
connendatlon of officers of the line of Navy on
active duty for tenporary promotion to the ^rade
of rear adalral
1« A selection board Is hereby appointed, oenalatlng of
yourself as president and the following additional and alter-
nate Members, vlzt
Shall act only upon the oases of officers not ree trie ted by
law in the performaooe of duty and officers designated for
special duty;
, shall act only upon the
oases of officers designated for engineering duty; and .....
shall act only upon the casts of officers
designated for aeronautical engineering duty,
2. ..., will act as recorder.
3. The Board is hereby ordered to convene at the Navy De-
partment, Washington, D. C.^ on ••.....•.., at ten o'clock
a.m., or as soon thereafter as may be praotlcable.
4. The Chief of Naval Personnel, acting for the Secretary
of the Navy, shall furnish the board with the names and re-
aords of all line officers eligible for consideration for
temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral; and with
the nasies of all eligible officers not restricted by law in
tba perfonaance of duty who are in the prosu^tion zone in the
grade under consideration for temporary promotion.
5. Prom among those officers not restricted by law in the
performance of duty who cure eligible t^r eenaldevAtlMi tow
temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral, the board
may recommend • officers. Officers holding penuui-
ent appointments in the Regular Navy who are recommended for
113
IHAOt HOXT33me A tKOONmO TtlVUn aJUCAfi
HOZTONom no% iisol^no mi«i tosiss or omno'i^A
JUJCCNOA ju^ or
XnlMbA loT
-911 01$^ lot frtaotf ndl^f>«i#« « |.nJtn:;»*'rior^ ^gftofti^ it^^-'^
no x^AMf Ic •aiX mif te ^ o to net;)«ll>iiMmco
-•zeilA i^4» ^j«t>4^.: '^fi4 buB ^A»i»lC0T^ as tXs««/ox
&A9 9dJ noqu '^. :>a il:
~«t| ibflA C«4!L 0I<^ i^i ^. I.t«rf8 kX^bU Ba4 lo
•d:^ fll VAX ijtf t) rroirr* «oi'9 ,e!
eii
tMipor«ry proaotlon by the bwurd shall b« tkio— officers
viKNi It oonsiders bsst flttsd for suoli t—PWMPI pvoaotlon;
offioors not hoMlag pomaaont sppointesnts In the Regulsr
lISTy who are roeoMBonded for tanporary proaotlon by the
^mrd shall be those offleers when it oonsiders qualified
for continued active duty.
6. Prom aaong those officers designated for engineering
duty who are eligible for consideration for tenpormry pro-
notion to the grade of rear adairal, the board aay reooiB-
aad .,.,, « « Proa —sag those officers de-
tte^ted for aeronautical engineeptag duty who are cligibla
for consideration for teaporary prosmtion to the grade of
]pear adairal , the board nay reooanencl
Proa asMng those off&aars designated for apaeial duty who
are eligible for tipaiary pronetioa to the grade of rear
admiral, the board may recosBMnd ••••..•••«•.•••••••• Of-
fleers who are designated for engineering duty, aeronautic-
al engineering duty or special d«ty «ha ave rsno—ended for
tsaporary promotion by the beard shall be those offlears
whom it considers best fitted for suoh temporary promotion,
based upon their comparative fitness, withii) such eategor-
ies. for the duties prescribed for them by law.
7« Ho officer shall be recommended by the board for con-
tinuation OB the aetlve list*
8. In order to insure correet interpretation of medical
records, the board may avail itself of the testimony of the
Surgeon Oeaeral of the Navy or of suoh othor medisal axperts
in the Kawf as it may daaipe.
9. The following oath or affinoatioa shall be administered
to the recorder by the president of the boards
*'You, - - -, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that
you will Iceep a true reeoPd of the proceeding
of this board."
The following oath or affirmation shall than be administered
by the recorder to the msmbei^s of the board:
"You, and each of you, do solemnly swear (or af-
firm) that you will, without prajadiee or parti-








? -^ ?'"-ri, ii-it;> f»4
..f *4.-? ' •
t*it'W.KfSV>
"•flir*\i pis'-/- <.^ *-
^» to n f?£ #i:.r.
d
«I1
The reooBssendations of the board shall be regarded by the
eabere of the board and by the recorder as confidential
until approved by the President, Upon completion of Its
proceedings, but not before ten (10) full days have elapsed,
the board shall forward the record of its proceedings to
the Judge Advocate General of the Navy,
A/
(Secretary of the Navy)
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